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A COMPUTERPROGRAMFOR_TH_CALCULATION.OFTHE FLOW FIELD
INCLUDINGBOUNDARYLAYER EFFECTS
FOR SUPERSONICMIXED-COMPRESSIONINLETSAT ANGLE OF AITACK





A computerprogramhas been developedwhich is capableof calculatingthe
flow field includingthe boundarylayerfor the supersonicportionof a mixed-
compressionaircraftinletoperatingat angle of attack. The calculatiz)npro-
cedure is based,onusing a zonal solutionalgorithm. The supersoniccore flow
is determinedusing the method of characteristicsfor steadythree-dimensional
flow. The bow shockwave and the internalshock wave systemare computedusing
a discreteshock wave fittingprocedure. The boundarylayer flow adjacentto
both the forebody/centerbodyand the cowl is determinedusing an implicitfinite
differencealgorithm. The flow in a shock wave-boundaryla:er interactionre-
gion is computedusing an integralanalysis.
The computerprogramhas the capabilityto computethe internalflow field
with or withoutthe discretefittingof the internalshock wave system. The
option.inwhich the internalshockwave system is not fittedcan be employed
in situationsin which the s.trengthof the internalshockwave system is weak,
and therebyan acceptablesolutioncan be obtainedby smearingthe internaldis-
continuitieS....
The influenceof moleculartransportcan be includedin the Computationof
' the externalflow about.theforebody,and in the computationof the internal
flow in which the Shockwaves are not discretelyfitted. This is accomplished
• by treatingthe visCous,and thermaldif.fusionterms in the govern.ingpartial
differentialequationsas forcingfunctiOnS,or correctionterms, in the method
of characteristicsscheme.
The boundarylayer computationallOwS for the _pe¢ifiCationof the wall
temperatureOr normaltemperaturegradientat the wall....J_oreOver,.distributed
, wall bleed effectscan be accountedfor.in the analysis. Laminar,transitional






The thermodynamicmodel, moleCulartransportproperties,and turbulence
model employedin the computerprogramare containedin a separategroup,of
subroutines. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that.of.athermallyand calor-
icallyperfectgas. Dynamicviscosityis representedby Sutherland'slaw.
Thermalconductivityis representedin terms of the dynamicviscosityand the
laminarPrandtlnumber. Turbulentclosureis achievedby use of a two layer
eddy viscosityformulationbased on mixing lengthand velocitydefectconcepts..
Alternativeformulationsmay be employedby modifyingthe existingsubroutines
or by replacingthem._
The contourso_ the centerbodyand the cowl are representedby a separate
subroutine. The existingsubroutinehas the capabilityto describea variety
of axisymmetriccontours. Other-geometries,such as those having ellipticor
super-ellipticross-sections,may be describedby suitablymodifyingthe
existingsubro_tineor by replacingit. _
A major assumptionof the presentanalysisis that the cowl_lipis contained
in a givenaxial station. Moreover,it _isassumedthat both the centerbody
contourand the cowl contourare smoothand have continuousfirst partialderiv-
atives.
The computerprogramcannot:
I. computea subsoniccore flow_
2.. computethe externalflow field about the forebodyif the
bow ;hock wave does not.exist entirelyaroundthe forebody,or
3. computethe internalflow field if the bow shock wave is ingested
into the annulus..
i The computerprogramiswritten in FortranIV for'CDC6000 Series,7000




A computerprogramhas been developedfor calculatingthe flow field in-
/- cludingboundarylayer effectsfor the supersonicportionof a mixed-compression
aircraftinlet operatingat ang!.eof attack• The generalfeaturesof the_inlet
geometryand the flow field are illustratedin FigureI. The theoreticalanal-
ysis on which the computer.programis based is presentedby Vadyakand Hoffman
(1) The presentstudy representsan extensionof an earlier.investigation
[(2i, (3)]which was concernedsolelywith the computationof the supersonic
core flow.
This report prese,,t_a discussionoZ the computer.programorganization,
descriptionsof the subroutines,a discussionof theinput.parameters,a brief








" In this section,the programoverlaystructureis presented,and some gene_-
al commentsconcerningprograminput _nd parameterinitializationare made.
The subroutinesare identifie_which containthe thermodynamicmodel, the trans- _.
port propertyrepresentations,the turbulencemodel, and the formulationsused
for _epresentingthe centerbodyand the cowl contours. The flow field integra-..
tion.optionsare brieflydiscussed,and some commentsconcerningprogramout,
put are presented.
2. INTEGRATIONOPTIONS
The computationalflow regime is dividedinto.twosubregi_es: the external
flow fieldand the internalflow field (see Figurel). If desired,only the
externalflow fieldmay be computed..Alternatively,if the solutionis known
at the axial stationof the cowl lip, the internalflow fieldmay be determined
withoutemployingthe forebodyflow integrationoption.
The programhas the capabilityto computethe internalflow fieldwith or
withoutthe discretefittingof the internalshock wave system in the supersonic
core flow solution. The option in which shock waves are not discretelyfitted
might be employedif the strengthof the internalshock wave system is relatively
i weak, and therebyan acceptablesolutioncan be obtainedby smearingall internaldiscontinuiti s.
The programcan be executedwith or withoutinvokingthe three-dimensional
boundarylayer calculation. The boundarylayer calculationallows for the
specificationof distributedwall bleed and prescribedwall temperatureor
normaltemperature,gradient. Lamlnar,transitional,and fully turbientbound-
ary layer flowsmay be c_mputed.
The analysisincludesthe influenceof moleculartransportin the compu-
tationof the supersoniccore flow by treatingthe viscous,and thermaldiffu-
sion terms in the governingpartialdifferentialequationsas forcingfunctionS,
• or correctionterms, in the method of characteristicscheme. At present,the
programhas the capabilityto includethe influenceof moleculartransportin
, .... the computationof the externalflow fieldabout the forebody,and in the com--
putationOf the internalflow field in which the shockwaves are not discretely
fitted. The programoption in which the internal,shockwaves are.discretely
fitteddoes not have the capabilityto includethe influenceof moleculartrans-
port in the computation,but ratherassumeSthe flow to be inviscid_andadiabatic.
k .q
_r Imm-,_- ..... . .
3. PROGRAM_VERLAYSTRUCTURE
The overall program consists of 121 routines (i6 program ru_tines and 105
subroutines). The program is too large to be stored continuously in computer
memow; hence an overlay scheme is employed. The overlay structure is pre-
sented in Figure 2. Three overlay levels are used: the resident overlay level,
the primary overlay level ,and the secondary overlay level.
OVERLAY(O,O)*is the resident overlay and controls the overall execution
of the program. I_VERLAY(0,0) calls the primary level overlays_ (_VERLAY(l,O),
I_VERLAY(2,0), OVERLAY(3,0), and OVERLAY(4,0). I_VERLAY(1,0) is used for
data input and parameterinitialization.CVERLAY(I,0) calls the four second,
ary leveloverlays,I_VERLAY(l,l),I_VERLAY(I,2),OVERLAY (1,3),and IBVERLAY ........
(1,4). (_VERLAY(l,l) is used forthe internalgenerationof the supersonic
core flow initialdata usingan approximateintegrationtechnique. OVERLAY
(1,2)is employedfor convertingthe output from OVERLAY (2,0)which generates
the supersoniccore flow initialdata using the Jones algorithm(4). OVERLAY
(1,3)is used to generatethe three-dlmensionalboundarylayer,initialdata for
the forebody/centerbodygeometryusing the Adams finitedif_erencealgorithm(5). i
OVERLAY(1,4)is employedfor-theinitializationof th_ boundarylayer computa-
tionalparameters.
The supersoniccore flow solutionis computedusingthe primary,levelover-
lay, OVERLAY(3,0),and the secondarylevel overlays,OVERLAY(3,1),OVERLAY
(3,2),and gVERLAY (3,3). (_VERLAY(3,0)containsthe preponderanceof the unit
processesand the interpolationschemes. (_VERLAY(3,1) containsthe control
logic used in performingthe integrationfor the externalflow fieldabout the
I forebody. (_VERLAY(3,2)containsthe controllogic used in determiningtheinternalflow field in which shockwaves are discretelyfitted. I_VERLAY(3,3)
containsthe controllogic used in determiningthe internalflow field in which
shock waves are not discretelyfitted.
The three-dimensionalboundarylayer solutionis computedusing the primary
leve] overlay,OVERLAY(4,0),and the four secondarylevel overlays,I_VERLAY
(4,]),¢VERLAY (4,2),CVERLAY(4,3),and OVERLAY(4,4). (_VERLAY(4,0)contains
the overallcontrollogic for the boundarylayer computation. OVERLAY(4,1.)
containsthe routinesused for the attachmentline flow solutionand the three-
dimensionalflow solution. OVERLAY(4,2) is used for the computationof the
three-dimensionalShock wave-boundarylayer interactionregion. _VERLAY(4,3)
is employedto account,for-boundarylayer growth. (_VERLAY(4,4) initializes
the boundarylayer solutionon the cowlboundaryusing an approximatetechnique.
The computerprogramhas a restartcapabilityin which an internallygen-
erated res.tartfile is retrievedfrom _ape. When the restartoptionis used,
controlis.returnedto.the integrationcontrolsecondaryleveloverlaywhich
was in use at the time the initialexecutionwas terminated[e.g..,if the _fore-
body flowwas belng computed,controlts returnedto (_VERLAY(3,1)].__
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The input dataare enteredthroughboth.namellstinputand formattedread
statements. Eleven namelistsmust always be specified: nameliStSrLISTI to
LISTII. NamellstLISTI containsthe input parameterswhich specifythe_flow
field integra_on options,the numberof planesof.Symmetry,the outputoptions,
etc. NamelistLIST2.containsthe parameterswhich.specifythe-free-stream
conditions,the.vehicleorientation,and parametersassociatedwiththe speci-
'_ ficationof the initial-valueplane. NamelistLIST3 specifiesthe numberof
circumferentialand radial stationsused in the computationalmesh of_the super-
sonic core flow solution. NamelistLIST4!Specifiesthe thermodynamicmodel and
the moleculartransportproperties. NamelistLIST5 containsthe parameters
which specifythe centerbodyand.the cowl contours. NamelistLIST6 contains
the parameterswhich specifythe boundarylayer computationalmesh. Namel.ist.
LIST7 containsthe input parameterswhich specifythe wall _emperatureor its
normalgradientfor use in the boundarylayer computation. Nameli.stLIST8
_. containsthe parametersused for the specificationof distributedwal.lbl_eed.
NamelistLIST9 is used for speci#icationof the turbulencemodel and transi-.
tion criteria. NamelistLISTIO is used for specificationof all convergence
tolerancesand iterationlimits. NamelistLISTIIspecifiesthepa_ameters
used for debug output.
In additionto the namelist,input,the two-dimensionalinitial-valueplane
for the supersoniccore flow can be input by formattedread statements. Alter-
natively,if the forebodyis conical,ahead of the axial location.ofthe initial-
value plane,the initialdata maybe generatedinternallyin the computerprogram
by one of two techniques.
i The initialdata for the boundarylayer calculationcan be inputby for-mattedread statements. Alternatively,for conicalfomebodyflows,the boundarylayer initialdata for the forebody/centerbodygeometrycan be generatedinter-.
nally in the computerprogramby a finitedifferencecalculation. The cowl
boundarylayer initialdata can also be generatedinternallyusing an approxi-
mate technique._
All input data are read in within routlneLINKIO. After-thedata have
been entered,selectedinput parametersare checkedfor errorsand consistency.
) If any errorsare detected,appropriatemessagesare printedand theexecution
) of the.program.lsaborted. The input parametersare tested in.subroutineINITIL.
i It shouldbe noted that many input parametershave defaultvaluesand do
not.have to be Specified. The defaultvalues for most of the input parameters
I are specifiedin LINKO0.
Afterill input parametersand data have beenentered,parameterinitial-
ization (formost of the subroutines)is performedin subroutineINITIL.
5. INITIALDATA SPECIFICATION
The initialdata for the supersoniccore flow must be specifiedon a space....
like planeof constantx (see Figurel). The flow must,besupersonicat every
point specified. The x-coordinateaxis constitutesthe longitudinalaxis of
the centerbodyand the.Cowl. Moreover,the mean,flow directionis assumedto
be in the x-coordinatedirection.
If the forebody.flowfield iS to be determined,the initial-valueplane
must be specifiedat an axial (x) stationthat is upstreamof the forebodycompu-
tationalflow regime (see Figure.l). The solutionis then found alongthe stream-
lines that pass.throughthe data pointsspecifiedon the initial-valueplane,
althoughsomestreamline additionand deletionare performedon the ensuingso-
lutionplanes. The axial location,of the last solutionplaneof the forebody
flow field is.adjustedto lie_atthe axial stationof the.cowllip, and consti-
tutes the initial-valueplane for the internalflow field computation,
If only the internalflow fiel_ is to be determined,the initial-value
plane must be specifiedat the axial stationwhich correspondsto the x-position
of the cowl lip (see Figurel). The cowl lip is assumedto be containedin a
plane of constantx. For the internalflow field integration,a point redistri-
bution is performedon the initial-valueplane. This point redistributionis
requiredto definestreamlineswhich lie in the streamsurfaceformedby the jcowl boundary, The solutionis then foundalong the streamlinesthat pass
throughthe redistributedpointson the plane at the cowl lip axial station, 1
i, It shouldbe noted that the internalflow fieldcannotbe computedif the bow 7
shockwave is ingestedinto the annulus
i
I The supersoniccore flow initialdatamay be specifiedexternallyby the II
user. The user supplieddataareenteredby a formattedread of the file ITAPI. _4
I Alternatively,if the forebodyis conicalahead of the axial locationof
the initial-valueplane,the supersonicflow p_opertyfieldon the initial-value
plane can be generatedinternallyin the computerprogramby one of two methods.
One methodof interna'_lygeneratin_the initial-valueplane is by using an ap-
proximatetechniquewhich employst_e Taylor-Maccollsolutionfor the flowabout
a circularcone.atzero incidence,.A superpositionprocedure.isused to obtain.
an.approximat.ionto.the flow.about a circularcone at nonzeroangle of attack
by neglectingthe cross flow ef.fects.This superpositionprocedureeffectively
amountsto computingthe flow turningangle in the meridionalplane of the_
I given solutionpoint,and then obtainingthe flow propertiesat that point by
applyingthe Taylor-Maccollsolutionfor a cone half-angleequal to the flow
turningangle. It must be emphasizedthat this is only an approximatetech-
nique, givingthe well acceptedTaylor-MaccOllsolu't_ionat zero incidence,but
becomingincreasinglyless accurateas the angle of attack is increased. Sub.....
routinesLINKII,TMC_NE,INTGRT,LIBGIC,C(_NVRG,_DESLV,and FUNCTMare usedto
generateinternallythe supersonicCore flow initial-valueplane propertyfield.
The Other methodOf internallygeneratingthe supersonicflow initialdata
is based on the numericalintegrationalgorithmdevelopedby Jones (4). The
solutionobtainedby Jones for the flowabout a circularcone at nonzeroinci-
I
lO
dence has been well substantiated. For situationsin which the forebodyis
conicalup to the axial _tationwhere the ,nitial-valueplane is located,the
Jones program is the recommendedsource for the initial data. The Jones algo-
rithm has been incorporated into the present computer program.in (_VERLAY(2,0).
RoutinesLINK20_,JtNALG,FUNCIN.,CHI, FA, JSHI_CK,SRFACE,PMC, ZER(_SN,FAI, FN,
RKINIT,RKSTEP,DWEG,MAINM, MINIV, INVERT,DSgLV,and BODY comprisethe Jones
algorithmand are used to internallygeneratethe supersonic.coreflow initial-
value plane proper.tyfield. To make the output o_'the Jonesal.gorithmcompatible
" with the bicharacteristicscheme developed herein,data conversionis performed.
in subroutinesLINKI2,STENCL,REFLK,and BI.
If the boundarylayer flow is to be computed,then the initialdata must
be specifiedfor the forebodyflow if the externalflow is to be determined,
and for the forebody/centerbodyflowand the cowl flow if the internalflow is
to be determined, Data for"theboundarylayer computationmust be specified
on a body normalgrid. This grid will, in general,not coincidewith a plane
•_ of constantx. The axial locationfor specificationof the forebody/center-
body boundarylayer initial,data coincideswith the axial locationused for
the supersoniccore flow initial,data specification.The axial locationfor
specificationof the cowl boundarylayer initialdata is alwaysat the first
computationalstationinsidethe annulus.sincethe cowl boundarylayer thick-
ness_isidenticallyzero at the cowl lip.
The boundarylayer flow initialdatamay be specifiedexternallyby the
user. The user supplieddata is enteredby a formattedread of the file.ITAP2
for inputof the forebody/centerbodyinitialdeta, and by a formattedreadof
file ITAP3 forinput of the .cowl.initialdata.
i Alternatively,if the forebo(Lvis conicalahead of the axial stationofthe initial-dataplane,the forebody/centerbodyboundaryinitialdata may begeneratedinternallyin the computerprogramby usingthe finitedifference
algorithmdevelopedby Adams (5). Laminaror turbulentflows may be determined
using the Adams analysis. The Adams algorithmhas beenincorporatedinto the
presentcomputerprogramin tVERLAY(1,3). SubroutinesLINKI3,_DAMS, PEQS¢,
INTER,CtEFF, BINQ, and VEL comprisethe Adams algorithmand are used to gener-
ate internallythe forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. Routine
: LINK14is used to initializethe appropriateparametersfor the forebody/center-
body boundarylayer computation.
) The cowl boundarylayer initialdata may also be generatedinternally




J The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermallyand calorically
i perfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodels can be incorporatedinto the computer-rogramby suitablymodifyingor replacingsu routinesTHERM_,STAG, TGRAD,
' JUMP, TMCtNE,LtGIC= FUNCTM,THERMH,TGRADB,and THERMD. The initial:data





Both the dynamic viscosity and the thermal conductivity are assumedto be
funct.ions.ofthe temperatureonly, The assumedfunctiona.lform ior..thedynamic
viscosityis given by Sutherland'slaw (G). The assumedfunctionalform for
the thermalconductivityis expressedin terms of the dynamicviscositythrough
use of the laminarPrandtlnumber, Other representationsfor the dynamicvis-
cosityand the thermalconductivitycan be incorporated.intothe analysisby
suitablymodifyingor replacingsubroutinesTPR_PS and LVIS. The initial-data
generationroutinesin _}VERLAY(.].,3)also requiremodification.
8, TURBULENCEMODEL
i A two-l,_yer.eddyviscosityformulationhas been incorporatedintothe tom....
purer programin orderto achievemathematicalclosure(7.). The model is based
on a mixing lengthfo.rmulationfor the inner regionand a velocitydefect formu.
lation for the outer region. The model assumesisotropicturbulenceand accounts
T_ _ for mass transferat the wal]. The turbulenteddy thermalconductivityis ex-
pressedin terms of the eddy viscosityand the turbulentPrandtlnumber° Al-
ternateturbulencemodelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysisby suitablY
modifyingor replacingsubroutineTURB.
9. CENTERBODYAND COWL CONTOURS
The computerprogramdevelopedin the presentinvestigationassumesthat
both the centerbodycontourand the cowl contourare axisymmetric. For the
purposesof geometrydescription,the axial (x) domain is dividedintoa number
of intervals. In any interval,the body radiusmay be specifiedby eithertabu-
lar input,or by supplyingthe coefficientsof a cubic polynomialwrittenas a
functionof x. It is assumedthat both the centerbodycontourand the cowl
contourare smoothand have continuousfirst derivatives. More arbitrarygeom-
etries,suchas those havingellipticor super-elliptic ross-sections,can be..
incorporated.into_theanalysisby suitablymodifyingor replacingsubroutines
B_UNDY,GEcD, and XCURV. The initial-datagenerationsubroutinesin _VERLAY
(l,l),_VERLAY(1,2),_VERLAY (1,3),and._VERLAY(2,0) also requiremodifica-
tion for noncirc_larcross-sections.
lO. FLOW SYMMETRY
Four flow symmetryoptionshave.beenincorporatedinto the computerpro-
gramfor cases inwhich _he boundarylayer computationis not invoked, The
most generalcase is when no planesof symmetryexist. This option is.used to
computethe fiow field forfully three-dimensionalinletsat incidence, The
secondcase is.when one plane of symmetryexists. This option,is used for
computingthe flow field for axisymmetricinlets,at incidence. The third
Case is when planestwo of flow,symmetryexist. This opt.tonis used to com-
pute the #low field for three-dimensionalinletswith two planes of geometric
t Symmetryatzer_angle of attack. The final option_iswhen the flow is axi,
symmetric. This option is used to Computethe flow field in axisymmetric
inletsat Zero incidence._
12
One flow symmetryoption has been incorporatedinto the computerprogram
for cases in.which the boundary layer is to be deter,nined.This option is
for the case of one plane of flow symmetry.
II. OUTPUT
Preliminaryinform_.tionis printedby LINKIO. The initial-valuepl.anefor
the supersoniccore flow and all subsequentsolutionplanesare printedby sub-
routinePRN_UT. The solutionpointson the space curvesdefinedby the inter....
sectionof the internalshock wave with the solid boundariesare output by 1
subroutineSHKRFL. In additionto the positionof:_andthe dependentvariables 1
at a solutionpoint,the Mach number,statictemperature,velocitymagnitude,
stagnationpressure,and stagnationtemperatureare also printed. The mass
flow rate acrossevery solutionplane,calculatedby trapezoidalmule inte-
grationin subroutineMASS, is also printed.
The initialdata and subsequentsolutionsurfacesfor the boundarylayer
calculationare printedby subroutineDEC_DE. The.outputconsistsof position,.
velocitycomponents,pressure,density,temperature,velocitymagnitude,stag-











In this section,a brief descriptlonis given of the functionof each sub, .... "
routinein the computer.program.This informationsupplementsthe information
availablein the formof commentstatementswithin the program.
2. QVERLAY (0,0)
LINKO0. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein OVERLAY(0,0),
the re_nt overlay. EINKO0first calls _VERLAY(l,O) for data input,para-
meter initialization,and,i_ desired,internalgenerationof the initialdata.
LINKO0then calls _VERLAY (3,0)and OVERLAY(4,0)to performthe flow fieldin-
tegrati.on.Most of the programconstantsand input parametershave their default
valuesspecifiedin LINKO0. Moreover,the readerand printercall numbers,de-
noted by IRE and IWR, respectively,are initializedin LINKO0.
BOUNDY. This subroutineis used for the specificationof both the fore-
body/centerbodyand cowl geometries. The versionof BOUNDYsuppliedwith the
programassumesthat both the forebody/centerbodyand the cowl are axis3nnmetric.
More arbitrarygeometriescan be describedby suitablymodifyingor replacing
this subroutine. If B_UNDY is replaced,the subroutineargumentlistmust be





ALPHA polar angle definedby tan'l(z/y)
RB_DY radiusof.eitherforebody/centerbodyor cowl
_ BNX x-componentof outwar.dbody normal unit vectorto forebody/
centerbodyor cowl
BNY y-componentof outwardbody normalunit vector to forebody/
centerbodyorcowl
BNZ z-componentof outwardbody normalunit vectorto forebody/
centerbodyor cowl
J If J=l, forebody/centerbodygeometryis to be specified.
If J=Z, Cowl geometryis to be specified.
14______
K If K=O, read in XABS and ALPHA, and computeRB_DY and the cor-
respondingY_andI. If K=I, read in XABS and ALPHA,and.compute
RB_DY,Y, Z,.BNX,BNY, and BNZ. If K=2, read in XABS.,Y, and Z
(coordinatesof a point not on the.body),and computeRB_DY,
ALPHA, Y, Z, BNX,BNY, andBNZ at thepoint on the body where
the projectionof the body normal in the (y,zJ-ptanepasses
throughthe originallyspecifiedpoint.
_. This subroutinecomputesthe temperature,sonic speed,and the
thermodynamicparameter{. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a
thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodels may be in-
corporatedinto the analysisby suitablYmodifyingor_eplacing this subroutine.
If_subroutineTHERM_is replaced,.theargumentlist must be identicalto the




A sonic speed (a).
C_EFF {=(I/pt)(@p/@s)p,where s is the entropypet unit mass
KT If KT=I, _ompute.T. If KT#I, do notcompute T.
[ KA If KA=I, computeA'. If KArl,do notcompute A.
i KC If KC=I,computeC_EEF. If KC_!, do not computeC_EFF.
Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis suppliedto subroutineTHERM_throughthe
i named commonblock GASI. This commonblock containsthe followingparameters:RUNIV (universalgas constant),TDT (temperaturedata array),WTM_L (mol cular
weightdata array),CP (specificheat data array),NGASl.(anintegerto denote
the number-ofelementsin.the TDT, WTM_L,and CParrays), and KGASl (an integer
to denotewhich gas model is to be used). These parametersare includedfor
modifyingsubroutineTHERM_to.includereal gas effects.
STAG. This subroutinecomputesthe Mach number,the stagnationpressure,
and te_--e-stagnationtemperature. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a
thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be in-
corporatedinto the analysisby suitablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine.
If STAG is replaced,the argumentlistmust be identicalto the existinglist.










Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis suppliedto subroutineSTAG throughthe
named common bloc_GASl..
THERMH,.This subroutinecomputesthe pressure,density,temperature,and
specificenthalpy. Any two variablesmay be computedgiventhe remainingtwo.
The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermallyand caloricallyperfect
gas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedintothe analysisby suit-
ablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine. If subroutineTHERMH is replaced, i
the argumentlist must be identicalto the existinglist. The parametersin





K_PT If KBPT=I,computeR_ and T given P and H.
If K_PT=2,computeT and H given P and R_.
If K_PT=3,computeR_ and H given P and T.
If K_PT=4,compute H given P and T.
If K_PT=5,computeR_ and T given H and P.
Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis suppliedto subroutine_THERMHthrough
the named commonblock GASI.
TGRADB. This sburoutinecomputesthe spatialgradientsof temperatureby
using an analyticallydifferentiatedformof the thermalequationof state so
that temperaturederivativescan be expressedin terms of the derivativesof
pressureand density. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermally
perfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysis
i by suitablymodifyingor-replacingthis subroutine. If TGRADB is replaced,the




! DPY first partialspatialderivativeofpressure .........................b
) DR_Y first partialspatialderivativeof density. .




ILVXS..This subrouLi_ecomputesthe dynamicviscosityand.its spatialgra-
dient. The assumedfunctionalform for dynamicviscosityis given by Sutherland's
Law (6). Other transportpropertyformulationsmay be incorporatedinto the anal-
ysis by suitablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine..If LVIS i.sreplaced,
the argumentlist must be identicalto the existinglist. The parametersin the




DTY Zirst partialspatialderivativeof temperature




TransportpropertyXnformationis suppliedto subroutineLVIS throughthe named
co_lonblock GAS2. The commonblock GAS2 contains,the followingparameters:
TDL (temperaturedata array),VISD (viscositydata array),COND (thermalconduc-
tivitydata array),NGAS2 (an integerto denotethe numberof elementsin the
TDL, VISD, and CBND arrays),and KGAS2 (an integerto denotewhich transport
propertymodel is to be used). These parametersare includedfor modifying
LVIS to.use tabulardata.....
QUAD. This subroutinedeterminesthe±hree coefficientsin the univariate
quadraticinterpolationpolynomial..t GELG. This subroutineis used for solvinga systemof simultaneouslinear
equations..The system is solved using Gaussianeliminationwith complete _.
pivoting, This subroutineis IBM librarysubroutineGELG.
SYMSIM. This subroutinesolvesa systemof.simultaneouslinearequations
with a symmetric.coefficientmatrix. The SystemiS solvedusing Gaussian
eliminationwith pivotingin the main diagonal. This subroutineis a modified
_ versionof_IBM librarysubroutine.GELS. •
) WTRANS. This Subroutinedeterminesthe.wall transpiration/suctionpara-i .................................
I meters for use in the Com_utation, -
I
_. Thi_ subroutineobtainsthe base.axialCoordinateof a point.on
1 ; . the b_ven the .streamwisecurvilinearcoordinate.
3. _VERLAY__(I,Q)
LINKIO. This programroutineis_themain controlroutinein _VERLAY (l,O).
All i_arameters and initial.dataare entSredin LINKIO. In all Cases,the
elevennamelistsLISTI to.LISTllare entered, If the flow propertyfieidmn
the initial-valueplane is externallySpeci.fied,a formattedread is used to
enter this in_rmation. After the input data have been entered,Subroutine.........
,, 17........................
..................... : _-: ............. ,f_._Z_--.-=_:_ _ ' .... _ .
INITILis .called_fortestingfor input errorsand performi.ngparameterinitial.
ization. If the flow propertyfield on the initial-valueplane is to be inter-
nally generated,the appropriatesubroutinesare then called from subroutine
INITIL. After subroutineINITILhas been called,preliminaryoutput is printed
by LINKIO.
INITIL. This subroutineis called from routineLINKIO,and is.usedto test
for errorson selectedinput parametersand to performparameterinitialization,
If an inputparametererror is found,an appropriatemessage is generatedand
the program-executionis aborted. After the selectedinput parametershave
been tested,parameterinitializationis performed. If the flow propertyfield
on the initial-valueplane is to be internallygenerated,the appropriatesub-
routinesare then called.
4. SBVERLAY(l,l)
F_ LINK!I. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein IBVERLAY(l,l),
and is used in conjunctionwlth subroutinesTMCI_NE,INTGRT,L(BGIC,ClBNVRG,
(_DESLV,and FUNCTMto internallygeneratethe supersonicflow propertyfield i
on the initial-valueplane if the forebodyis conicalahead of the initial-
value plane. The internallygeneratedinitial,valueplane is obtainedby an
approximatetechnique.whichemploysthe Taylor-Maccollsolutionfor the flow
about a circularcone at zero incidence. A superpositionprocedureis used to
obtain,an approximationto the flowabout a circularcone at nonzero,angle of i
attackby neglectingthe cross floweffects. This superpositionprocedure
effectivelyamountsto computingthe flow turningangle in the meridionalplane
of the given solutionpoint,and then obtainingthe flow propertiesat that
point by applyingthe Taylor-Maccollsolutionfor a cone half-angleequal to
the flow turningangle. The shock wave angle is then measuredfrom the origi-
nal streamlinedirectionin the appropriatemeridionalplane. It must be em-
phasizedthat this is only an approximatetechnique,givingthe well accepted i
Taylor-Maccollsolutionat zero angle of attack,but becomingincreasinglyless
accurateas the angle,of attack is increased. I
. _. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for the internal
generationof the initial-valueplane. TMC)NE is Calledfrom routineLINKII
and performsinitializationand post calculationstorageof the Taylor-Maccoll
_ solutionused in computingthe initial-valueplane supersonicflow.property
field. Ths assumedthermodynamicmodelis that of a thennallyand calorically
• perfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysis
" by suitablymodifyingthis subroutine..Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis
: suppliedto subroutineTMCl_NEthroughthe named,commonblock (IASl.
INTGRT. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused in internallygener-
' ating the supersonicflow propertyfield on the i_litial-valueplane. INTGRTin_
tegratesthe Taylor-Iylaccollequation inwardtowardsthe.forebodyuntila point
is reachedwhere the normal componentof velocityis sufficientlysmall.
is
LG__I.C..This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused in internallygen,
eratingthe supersonicflow propertyfield on the initial-valuepalne. LJGIC
is used to controlthe computationof the Taylor-Maccollsolutionin a particu-
lar meridionalplane. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermally
and caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporated
into the analysisby suitablymodifyingthis subroutine. Thermodynamicproperty
informationis suppliedto subroutineL_GICthrough the named commonblock GASI.
C_NVRG. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused in internallygen-
eratingthe supersonicflow propertyfield on the initial-valueplane. C_NVRG
is.usedin testingif the normal componentof velocityhas vanishedat the body
in the externalflow field integration.
.DE_. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused in internally
generatlngthe supersonicflow propertyfieldon the initial-valueplane. _DESLV
integratesthe Taylor-Maccollequationby employinga fourth-orderRunge-Kutta
method.
FUNCT._____MM.This functionis used in internallygeneratingthe supersonic_flow
propertyfield on the initial-valueplane. FUNCTMevaluatesthe Taylor-Maccoll |
equation. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermallyand calorically
perfectgas. Otherthermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysis
by suitablymodifyingthis function. Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis sup-
plied to FUNCTMthroughthe named commonblock GASI.
i _ 5. _VERLAY(1,2)
LINKI2. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY (1,2)
I and is used in conjunctionwith subroutinesSTENCL,REFLK,and BI in convertingthe outputof the Jo es algorithminto a formatwhich is compatiblewith the
bicharacteristicalgorithm. The Jones algorithmis containedin _VERLAY (2,0)
and is used to internallygeneratethe supersonicflow propertyfield on the
initial-valueplane. The assumedthermodynamicmodel employedin LINKI2is that
of a thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas. Otherthermodynamicmodelsmay be
incorporatedinto the analysisby suitablymodifyingthis routine. Thermodynamic
propertyinformation suppliedto routine throughthe commonis LINKI2 named blockGASI. .
STENCL. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for conversionof
the JonesTlgorithmoutput so that it can be used as initialdata for-thesuper-
sonic flow solution. STENCLdeterminesthe stencilof field pointsto be used
in the biva_iateinterpolationof the initialdata.
REFLK. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for conversionof
the Jon-n_T-algorithmoutput so that it can be used as inltialdata for the super-
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BI. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused foro-conversion,f the
Jones algorithmoutputso that it.canbe used as initialdata for the supersonic
flow Solution. BI determines_thecoefficientsof the least squaresquadratic
bivariatepo.lynomialused for interpolationof the iritialdata.•The systemcf
normal equationswhich determinesthe polynomialcoefficientsis solvedby calling
subroutineSYMSIM.
6....._VERLAY(1,3)
LINKI3. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(1,3)
and i_ in conjunctionwith subroutinesSADAMS,PEQSB,INTER,C_EFF,BINQ,
and VEL to internallygeneratethe initialdata for the forebody/centerbodyboun-
dar_ layer computation. The initialdata generationis accomplishedby using
the Adams f_nite-diffe_encealgorithm(5),which is incorporated,into the compu,
ter-program,in_VERLAY(1,3), The Adams algorithmgeneratesthe initialdata at
a specifiedaxial,location,assumingth-t the forebody/centerbodygeometryis
con.icalahead of thatlocation. It is also assumedin the analysisthat the
wall temperatureis a specifiedconstant,that the thermodynamicmodel.i_that
of.a thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas, and that dynamicviscosityis given
by Sutherland'sLaw,(6), Other thermodynamicand molecualrtransportmodels
may be incorporatedinto the analysisby suitablymodifyingthe subroutinesin
_VERLAY(1,3). Thermodynamicand moleculartransportpropertyinformationis il
supplied,to routineLINKI3throughthe named commonblocks GASl and GAS2.
SADAMS. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for the internal
generat-T_-onof the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. SADAM3is
_: the main controlroutinein the Adams finite-differencealgor|thm.
PEQS]_.This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for the internal
generationof the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. PEQS_ solves
the sy@temof parabolicdifferentialequationsgeneratedin the analysis°
INTER. Thissubroutine is one of the subroutinesused for the internal
generationof the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. INTER !_
used to.perform.Lagrangianinterpolation.
_. This subroutineis one of the subroutinesused for the in_ernal
generationof the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. C_EFF is
used to obtainthe.3urfacepropertiesgiventhe surfacepressuredistribution.
BINQ. This subroutineis one of,the subroutinesused for-theinternal
generationof the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata. BINQ Solves
the systemof simultaneouslinearequationsused in the Newton iteration.SCheme.
, _VEL. This subroutineis,one of the subroutinesused for the internalgen-




LINKI4. This programroutineis the main Controlroutinein _VERLAY(I,4)
and is used to initlalizethe transformedvariablesused in the boundarylayer
computations.
8. _VERLAY(2,0)
LINK20. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(2,0)
and is used in conjunctionwith subroutinesJ_NALG,FUNCTN,CHI, FA, JSH_CK,
SRFACE,PMC ZER_SN,FAI, FN, RKINIT,RKSTEP,DWEG,MAINM,MINIV, INVERT,DS_LV,
and B_DY to internallygeneratethe supersonicpropertyfieldon the initial-
value plane if the forebodyis conicalahead of the initial-valueplane. The
internallygeneratedinitial-valueplane is obtainedby using the Jones finite
_!! differencealgorithm(4). The Jones algorithmhas been incorporatedinto the
computerprogramin _VERLAY(2,0). It is assumedthat the thermodynamicmodel
is that of a thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodels
may be incorporatedintothe analysisby suitablymodifyingthe subroutinesin
_VERLAY(2,0). Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis suppliedto routineLINK20
throughthe.named commonblock GASI. All of the subroutinesin _VERLAY(2,0)
are used for the internalgenerationof thesupersonic flow initialdata.
J_NALG. J_NALG is themain controlroutine__or_the Jones algorithm.
FUNCTN. FUNCTr_computesthe surfaceresidualmass flow functionswhich
are to b_eminimized.
CH._jI.CHI computescertainoutput parameters. "
LA. FA computesgradient_arametersthat are used in subroutinePMC. ,i
b
JSH_CK. JSH_CKComputesthe flow propertiesimmediatelydownstreamof the i
bow shockwave.
SRFACE. SRFACE finds the initialapproximationto the surfacesolution.
P_C. 9MC iS used for numericallyintegratingthe governingdifferential
equations. 1
_. ZER_SNis_usedto calculatethe solutionfora Circularcone at
zero inCidenCe. 1
. FA__!.l.FAI computesthe derivativesused in the Runge-Kuttaintegrationfor
the zero incidencesolution. :_
FN.. EN controlsthe Runge-Kuttaintegration.f_rthe Zer_ incidencesolution.
- ]
RKINIT. RKINITcomputesfunctionsuSed in the.zeroincidencesolution.
!
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RKSTEP. RKST£P_erforms one Runge_K_ttaintegrationstep for the Zero in-
cldnec_ution,
DWEB. DWEG is used for computingzeros of an equation.
MAINM. MAINM performsfunctionalminimizationappliedfor obtaininga
minimumnormalvelocityat the body surface.
MINIV. MINIV is used for functionalminimization.
INVER..__._!.T.INVERT is used to performmatrix inversion.
DS_I.V. DS_LV uses Gaussianeliminationfor solvingsystemsof linear
equations.
!
B_DY. B_DY is used to define conicalgeometries.
9. _VERLAY(3,0)
LINK30. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(3,0).
LINK3_s the supersonicflow integrationcontroloverlays,_VERLAY(3,1),
_VERLAY(3,2),and ;VERLAY (3,3). If a programrestartis specified,the last
secondary_evel overlaythat was in use at the time the initialexecutionwas
terminatedis called....
REDIST. This subroutineis used to performpoint redistributionon the
solutionplane at the axial stationof the cowl lip. This point redistribution
is requiredto ob_taina uniformpoint distributionand to obtain streamlines
i which lie _n the streamsurfaceformedby the cowl boundary. The redistributedpo ntsare arrangedsy metricallyin the computedsector. These point lie on
rayswhich have equal angularincrementsfrom one another,with the pointson
each ray being spacedat equal radialincrements. The flow propertiesat these
pointsare obtainedby bivariateinterpolation. If the viscousflowoption is
specifiedand the internalflow field integrationoptionin which shock waves
are not discretelyfitted is specified,point redistributionis also performed
on the forebodyflow field solutionplane immediatelyupstreamof the solution
plane locatedat the cowl lip axial station.
I STNSEL. This subroutineis employedto determinethe solutionpoint on a
i given.'_'s'oiutionplanethat is nearestto an arbitrarypointwhose coordinatesare suppliedin he argumentlist. Afterthe propers lu ionpoint has been
b determinedby a searchof the computedsector,it is used as the base pointI
of the nine point stencilused in formulatingthe quadraticbivariateinter-
polationpolynomial. STNSELcalls subroutineBIPTS in the courseof determin-
ing the propersolutionpoint and in formulatingthe interpolationpolynomial
coefficients.
REFLEK. This subroutineperformsreflections,about the coordinateaxes,
of th_solution pointsin the Computed•sectoron a given solutionplanewhen
flow sjnnmetryexistS. The solutionpoint reflectionsare requiredto Obtain
!
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the appropriatefit point stei_cilsused in formulatingthe,univari_te,bi-
variate,and trivar_ateinterpolationpolynomials. REFLEKis used to reflect
points for the case of one-planeof flow symmetry,the case of two planesof
flow Symmetry,and the axisymmetric_flowcase. Both streamlineand shockwave
pointsare reflectedin REFLEK..F XSTEP. This subroutinedetermines,the axial.marching.stepallowedby the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy(CFL)stabilitycriterion. Exceptin the vicini.tyof
•' an internal.shock.waveintersectionwith a solid boundary,the marchingstep
computedby XSTEP is that used to_regulatethe distancebetween,successive
solutionplanes. In the vicinityof an internalshockwave-solidboundaryinter-
section,specialconstraintsare used to determinethemarching step. XSTEP
appliesthe CFL _tability criterionto all streamlinepointsin the computed
sector. The acutalmarchingstep is taken as theallowable x-stepat the most
restrictivepoint. The stabilitycriterionisnot appliedto the shockwave
points. Moreover,the internalflow field Shockwave pointsare ignoredin de.....
fining the convexhull of the finitedifferencenetworkwhen application..Qfthe ....
:i
stabilitycriterionis made t_ a streamlinepoint.
MASS. This subroutineis used to computethe mass flow rate acrossa given
soluti-o_-plane.The mass flow rate is numericallyascertainedby a trape%oidal
rule integrationprocedurein which the incrementalmass flow rate is computed
throughan elementaltriangleformedby three adjacentpoints. The sum of these
incrementalmass flow rates is the total mass flow rate. If flow symmetryexists,
only the mass flow rate in the computedsectoris foundby integration. The mass
flow rateacrossthe entire plane is then obtainedby use of an appropriatemulti-
plier. Special,logicis used to trace the internalshock_wavein the integration
procedurewhen the mass flow_rateacrossan internalflow field solutionplane is
being computed. 1PRN_UT. This subroutineiS used to print the supersonicflow integration
resultsfor all Solutionplanes. Both the externalflow field and the internal,
flow field solutionplanesare printedby PRN_UT. In addition,the initial--
value plane,the redistributeddata planeat the cowl lip axial station,and
• the restartplane are output by PRN_UT. Three print options(specifi,edin the
input by the input,parameterKPRINT)are available: body streamlinepointsand
_ shock wave points,all solutionpoints,and all solutionpointsand shockwave
parameters(incidentnormalMaCh numberand shockwave surfacenormal unit vector
components). The solution.,pointsalong the space curvesformedby the intersections
of the internalshock wave with the sol_idboundari.esare not printedby subroutine
PRN_UT. They are Printedby Subroutine,SHKRFL.
UNIPT_ This SubroutineSeleCtsthe fit pointsused in formulatingthe
• Jn|va_'i_interpo]ation polynomialsthat are used to describe_theshockwave
radius and the shockwave angle along the curve de£inedby the intersectionof
the shock wave with a.givensolutionplane. Three,adjaCentShock wave Solution
points constitutethe fit.point Stencilin regionsthat are away from an internal
_ shock wave-solidboundaryintersection. In the regionof.an intersection,the





UNIF!T. This subroutineis used to determinethe coefficientsin the _ad-.
raticun-'u'ETTEriateinterpolationpolynomial.ThethreeCoefficientsin this poly-
nomia_are detcrminedby a fit.to three data pointswhich are suppliedto UNIFIT
throughthe Call statement. SubrQutine.GELG is cal]edto solve the systemof
simultaEeouslinearequationsthat determines_coefficients.
BIPTS. This subroutineselectstilefit pointsused in formulatingthe.
quadraticbivariateinterpolatiOnpolynomialsthat areused fo_ intraplanarflow _
propertydetermination.A base point and its eight immediatenelghborsconsti-
tute the fit point array. Two types of Fit point stencilsare used: interior
point and boundarypoint. Aboundary point stencilis employedwhen the inter-
polationbase point (the fit point nearestto the interpolatedpoint) is on the
shock wave. Speciallogic is used to ensurethat no point stencilbridgesthe
shockwave.
B!E!T. This subroutineis used to determinethe coeffiCients,in the ouad-
ratic'b'6"{TEriaten rpolationpolynomial. The six coefficientsin this polyno-
mial are determinedby a least squaresfit of nine data pointswhich are supplied
to BIFIT throughthe named common block FITPTS. SubroutineSYMSIM is calledto
solve the systemof simultaneouslinearequations(normalequations)which de-
terminesthe coefficientsin the interpolationpolynomial. This systemof linear
equationshas a symmetriccoefficientmatrix..
TRIPTS. This subroutineselectsthe fit pointsused in formulatingboth
the lineartrivariateinterpolationpolynomialandthe quadratictrivariateinter-
polationpolynomial. Four solutionpointsare used in formulatingthe lineartri-
variateinterpolationpolynomial. Fourteensolutionpointsare used in formulating
the.quadratictrivariateinterpolationpolynomial. The linear polynomialis used
for flow propertyinterpolationon the upstreamsideof the shock wave surface.
The quadraticpolynomialis used for flow propertyinterpolationon both the down-
streamside of the shock wave s_rfaceand On the streamsurfaceformedby a _olid
boundary. !
TRIFTU. This subroutineis used to determinethe coefficientsin the linear
trivariateinterpolationpolynomial. The four coefficientsin this polynomial I
aredetermined b_ c fit.to four data pointswhich are suppliedto TRIFTUthrough
the named commonblock FITPTS. SubroutineGELGis calledto solve the systemof
i simultaneouslinearequationswhich determinethe coefficients.
_ TRIFTD. This subroutineis used to determinethe coefficientsin the quad-
ratic trivariateinterpolationpolynomial. The eight coefficientsin this poly-
nomialare determinedby a least squaresfit of fourteendata pointswhich are
suppliedto TRIFTDthrough.thenamed common block FITPTS. SubroutineSYMSIM is
calledto solve the systemof simultaneouslinearequations(normalequationS)
which determinesthe coefficients. This systemof equationshas a symmetricco-
efficientmatrix.
SHKINT. This.subroutineis used to evaluatethe univariateinterpolation
polynomialsthat are employedin describingthe shock wave radiusand the shock
wave angle alon9 the curve that is definedby the interSectiOnof the shockwave
with a given solutionplane. The interpolationPOiynomiBlcoefficientsare
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i- suppliedto SHKINTthroughthe named commonblock SINTRP. The independentvari-
Able is the.pOlar_angleTHETA,which is transmittedthroughthe subroutinecallr
statement.
PRPINT, This subroutineis used to evaluatethe bivariateand trivar|ate
interpo--o'T'atTonpolynomialsthat are used forflow propertydeterminationon solu-
tion planes,shockwaves, and solid boundarystreamsurfaces. The interpolation
polynomialcoefficientsare supplledto PRPINTthroughthe named common block
INTRP. The independentvariablesare the three positioncoordinatesXA, Y, and
Z, which are-transmittedthroughthe subroutinecall statement.
FDERIV. This subroutineis used to computethe first partialderivatives
ofthef---fTowpropertieson a solutionplane,a shock wave, or a solid boundary
stream surface. The derivativesare obtainedby evaluatingan analyticallydif- i!
ferentiatedform of the appropriateinterpolation.polynomial.The interpolation |
polynomialcoefficientsare transmittedto FDERIVthroughthe named commonblock I
INTRP. The independentvariablesare the three positioncoordinatesXA,.Y, and
Z, which are transmittedthroughthe subroutinecall statement.
I
i _. This subroutineis used in conjunctionwith subroutineSH_CKto
determinethe componentsof the unit vector B which is used in the parameteriza-
tion of the wave surfacecompatibilityrelation. The unit vector_ is orthogonal
to the velocityvectorthat is downstreamof the.shock waveat the shock wave so.....
lutionpoint,and has its projectionon the (y,z)-planelie in the meridLonal
plane which passesthroughthe shock wave solutionpoint.
PLANAR. This subroutineis used to computethe parametersemployedin the
formulationthat representsthe shock wave surface. This formulationis then
Used in determiningthe intersectionpoint of eithera streamlineor a bichar--
i acteristicwith the shock wave surface. Additionally,PLANARinitializessomeparametersused in determiningthe intersectionpointof a bicharacteristicwith __.
the streamsurfaceformedby a splid boundary....
INTSCT. This subroutineis used to computethe intersectionpoint of either
a stream-'TT_ewith the-shockwave surface,or the intersectionpointof a bichar-
acteristic:witheither the shockwave.surfaceor the streamsurfaceformedby a
solid boundary. The determinationof the intersectionpoint coordinate_i_ p_'-
formedIn an iterationloop which uses the secantmethodto relax the diZference
I in the radiusof the point of intersectionobtainedfrom integration.oKthe equa,
tion for a streamlineor bicharacteristicand that obtainedfrom the_appropriate
surfaceformulation•
: PUNCT. This subroutine,is used in conjunction-withsubroutineINTSCTto
' determinea strea_line-Shoc_wave_intersectionpoint,or-the intersectionpoint
• of a blcharacteristiCwith either a shock wave ora solid boundary• The axial
positionofthe assumedintersectionpoint is suppliedto FUNCTthroughthe
subroutineca]l.statement.From the given axial position,FUNCT computesthe
correspondingy and z coordinatesof the assume6intersection,point by both
integratingthe equationfor a streaml.ineor bicharacteristic,and.byevaluating
the appropriatesurfaceformulation• The differencein.the radiusobtainedfrom .......
the streamlineor bicharaCteristicequationintegrationand that obtainedfrom
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the surfaceformulationis reducedto within a specifiedtoleranceof zero by
the iterationmethod used in subroutineINTSCT_.
RADIUS. This subroutineis used to computethe radiusofa point.onthe
shock-wa--a'v-e-surfaceo on the streamsurfaceformedby a solid boundary. The
axial positionand the polar angle of the point are suppliedto RADIUSthrough
the subroutinecall statement. To obtainthe shock wave radiusat.thedesired
point,a linear interpolation_s performedin the meridionalplane of the point
betweentwo space_curveswhich are definedby eithera shock-wavesolutionp'iane
intersectionor-by a shock wave-solidboundaryintersection.To obtainthe body
radiusat the desiredpoint,subroutineB_UNDY is called,
XFIT..This subrout:ineis used to curve fit, as a functionof the polar
angle,--t'h'eaxial (x) positionof an internalshock wave-solidboundaryinter-
section. A quadraticpolynomialexpressed,.interms ofthe polar angle is used
for:thisrepresentation.
FRCFNS. This subroutineis.usedto computethe moleculartransportforcing
terms used "inboth the governingequationsand the compatibilityrelations.
FRCF_iS_iscalled,by subroutinesS_LVE and SH_CK. The molecula_transportterms
can be includedin the computationof the externalflow field about the forebody
or in the computationof the internalflow field in which shock waves are not
discretelyfitted. Theprogram option in which internalshock waves are dis-
cretelyfitteddoes not have the capabilityto includethe influenceof molecu-
lar-diffusioninthe computation,but ratherassumesthe flowto be inviscid
and adiabatic.
S_LN, This subroutinecalls subroutinesL_CATEand S_LVE for computing
eithera solidboundary solutionpoint or an interiorsolution,point.
i LC_. This subroutineis used to computethe locationsof and the flowpropertiesat t e treamlineand bichara teristicintersectionpoints for the
standardinteriorpoint,standardsolid boundarypoint,shock-modifiedinterior
point,and shock-modifledsolid boundarypoint unit processes. The point loca-
tions and flow propertiesat these pointsare transmittedto subroutineS_LVE
throughthe named commonblocks RELAYIand RELAY2. SubroutineS_LVE then solves
the systemof compatibilityrelationsto obtain the positionof and the flow
propertiesat the solutionpoint.
S_LVE..This subroutineis used to solve the systemof compatibilityequal.
) tions for the standardinteriorpoint,standardsolid boundarypoint,shock-
modifiedinteriorpoint, and shock-modlfiedsolid boundarypoint unit processes.
I If the viscousand thermaldiffusionterms to be includedin the computation,are
I S_LVE calls subroutineFRCFr_S.The systemof five_.cqmpatibilityrelationsis .................,
s_Ived by callingsubroutineGELG.__ i
j,
SH_, This subroutineis used to computethe solutionfor all field-shoCk
wave points. Fo_ the bow shock wave points,the free-streamflow conditionsare
used for the upstreamflow properties. For_theinternalflow field shockwave
points,an interioror-solidboundarypoint unit processis appliedto obtain




the cow1._ipshock wave or on the downstreamside of a reflected,internalshock
wave are computedusing the solid boundary-shockwave point unit process(sub,
routineBSH¢CK).
JUMP. This subroutineemploysthe Rankine-Hugoniotrelationsto Computethe d_tream flow propertiesat a s ock.wavesol tionpoint. The shock.wave
surfacenormal unit vector-componentsand the flow propertiesupstreamof the
shock wave are enteredin the argumentlist. The computeddownstreamflow
" propertiesare also transmittedin the argumentlist. The assumedthermodynamic
model is that of a thermallyand caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamic
modelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysisby suitablymodifyingthis sub,
routine. Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis supplied,to subroutineJUMP
throughthe named commonblock GASI.
TGRAD. This subroutinecomputesthe spatialgradientsof temperatureby
using_nalytically differentiatedform of the thermalequationof state so
thattemperature derivativescan be expressedin terms of the derivativesof
pressureand density. The assumedthermodynamicmodel is that of a thermally
perfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedinto the analysis
by suitablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine. If TGRAD is replaced,the





DPX,DPY_DPZ first partialderivativesof pressurewith respect .
I to x, y, and z, respectively
• DPXX,DPYY,DPZZ..........secondpartialderivativesof pressurewith respect
to x, y, andz, respectively
DR_X,DR_Y,DR_Z first partialderivativesof_densitywith respect
to x,.y, and z, respectively
I _ DR_XX,DR_YY,DR_ZZ second partialderivativesof densitywith respectto.x,.y,and z, respectively
DTX,DTY,DTZ . first partial,derivativesOf temperaturewith
I r_spectto x, y, and z, respectively
i. DTXX,DTYY,DTZZ second partialderivativesof temperaturewithp ..................
b respectto x, y, and..z,respectively
I"
• Thermodynamic•propertyinformationis suppliedto subroutineTGRAD throughthe ._
the named commonbl.ockGASl.
_. This Subroutinecomputesthe dynamicviscosity,the thermalcon-
ductiCit-y_andtheirspatial 9radients. The assumedfunctionalform for dynamic
viscosityis given by $utherland'sLaw (6). The assumedfunctional form for I
thermalconduCtivityis expressedin terms of the dynamicviscosityand laminar _
, Prandtlnumber. Other transportpropertyformulationsmay be incorporatedinto
27
the analysisby suitablymodifyingor replacingthisrsubroutine.If TPR_PS is
replaced,the argumentl.istmust be identicalto the existinglist. The para-






respectto x, y, and z, respectively.
DPX,DPY,DPZ. first partialderivativesof pressurew_th respect
tox, y, and z, respectively
DVlSX,DVISY,DVISZ _irst partialderivativesoCvlscosity with respect
to.x, y, and z, respectively
DC_NX,DC_NY,DC_NZ first partialderivativesof thermalconductivity




LINK31. This programroutinecontainsthe controllogic used in the compu-
tationofthe supersonicexternalflow field aboutthe forebody. LINK31is the
I main controlroutinein _VERLAY (3,I). _VERLAY(3,1) is a secondarylevel over-lay which is called from routineLINK30.
i RCNTRL. This subroutineis used to controlthe numberof radialstations
on success-Tvesolutionplanesin .theforebodyflow field integration. If a
sufficientinfluxof mass acrossthe bow shock wave has occured betweenthe
currentsolutionplane and the last solutionplanewhere point additionor de-
letionwas performed,a new ring of interiorfield pointsis added betweenthe
ring of shock wave.points and the outermost,ring of existinginteriorfield
points..If, after a number of successivepoint additions,a specifiednumber
of radialstationshas been reached,point deletionis performed. Here, selected
intericr_fieldpointsare deletedfrom the storagearrayswhile the bow shock
I wave pointsand the_bodystreamlinepointsare retained.
I,
_l II. )VERLAY(3,2)_I
LINK32. This programroutinecontainsthe controllogic used in the compu-
tation,of the supersonicinternalflow field in which Shock waves are discretely
fitted. LINK32 is the main controlroutinein OVERLAY(3,2). OVERLAY.(3,2)is
_: a secondarylevel Overlaywhich is calledfrom routineLINK30,
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BSH_HH_.,This subroutineisused to computethe flow propertiesat a point
on the body that is downstreamof eitherthe cowl lip shock wave or an internal
reflectedshock wave (solidbody-shockwave point unit process). This.sub-
routineis used only in the optionwhere the internalflow field integrationin
which shock waves are discretelyfittedis employed.
SPRjCT. This subroutineis used in the internalflow field integrationto
proJect-'-_internalshock wave from the currentinitial-valueplane to the cur-
.4 rent solutionplane. The projectedintersectionof the internalshock wave with
the solutionplane is then used to determinewhich streamlinesdo and do not
penetratethe shock wave.
PENTRE. This subroutineis used in the internalflow field integrationto
controlthe computationof an interiorfield point when the streamlinehas pene-
tratedthe internalshock wave. If the streamline-shockwave intersectionpoint
is sufficientlyclose to the currentsolutionplane,an interiorpoint unit pro-
cess on the downstreamside of the shockwave is not performed. Instead,in
this case, a streamlineprojectiononto the solutionplane and subsequentflow
propertyinterpolationin this plane is performed. Alternatively,if the stream-
line-shockwave intersectionpoint is sufficientlyfar from the solutionplane,
an interiorpoint unit processis performedon the downstreamside of the shock
wave .......
TRACE. This subroutineis used in conjunctionwith subroutineINTSCTto
computethe intersectionpoint of a streamlinewith an internalshock wave. With
the intersectionpoint coordinatesdetemined,the trivariateinterpolationpoly- I
nomialsare evaluatedto obtainthe flow propertiesat the intersectionpoint, i
_. This subroutineis used in the internalflow field integrationto }
determlnethe intersectionpoint coordinatesof and the flow prcpertiesat an
interiorfield point when the streamlinepenetratesan internalshock wave with
the intersectionpoint being sufficientlyclose to the currentsolutionplane_
S_LINT is called from subroutinePENTRE.
SWITCH. This subroutineis used in the internalflow field integrationto
perfo_nthe post computationinterchangeof indiceswhen a streamlinewhich ini--.
i tially appearedto intersectthe internalshock wave ultimatelydid not. Conse-
I quently,a standardinteriorpoint unit processis used for this point instead
of a shock-modifiedinteriorpoint unit processperformedon the downstream
! side of the shockwave.
I
SHKRFL. This subroutinecontainsthe controllogic used for calculating
an inter-'e'r-nal"shockwave,solidboundaryintersection.
i INTRFL. This subroutineperformsthenecessary point reflectionswhen flow
s_nmetryexists for the solutionpointsOn the space curve definedby the inter-
sectionof the internal,shoCk wave with a solid.boundary.
_, This subroutineis used in the internalflow field integrationto
computethe incidentShock wave upstreamand downstreamflow propertiesat a ....
point where the incidentshock wave intersectsa Solid boundary.
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STRSHK. This subroutineis used to computethe positionof and the flow
propert--t'_-es'-atthein ersectionpoint of a body streamlinewith the Space curve
definedby_he intersectionof the incidentshock wave with a_solidboundary.
_. This subroutineis used with subroutineBSH_CKto computethe.
flow propertieson the body downstreamof an internalreflectedshockwave.12. _VERLAY(3,3) ,
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LINK33. This programroutinecontainsthe controllogic used in the compu-
tationof the supersonicinternalflow field in which shock waves are not dis-
cretelyfitted. LINK33is,the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(3,3). _VERLAY
(3,3) is a secondarylevel overlaywhich is calledfrom routineLINK30.
13. _ERLAY (4,0)
•- LINK4._____O0..This Rrogramroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(4,0).
LINK40controlsthe boundarylayer computationon boththe forebody/centerbody
and the cowl. LINK40calls the secondarylevel overlays,_VERLAY,(4,1),_VER-.....
LAY (4,2),_VERLAY(4,3),and _VERLAY (4,4).
GE_D. This subroutinecomputesthe metmic coefficientsand geodesiccurva-
ture terms used in the boundarylayercomputation. The versionof GE_D supplied
with the programassumesthat both the forebody/centerbodyand cowl are axisym-
metric. More arbitrarygeometriescan be describedby suitablymodifyingor
replacingthis subroutine. If GE_D is,replaced,the subroutineargumentlist
i must be identicalto the existinglist, The parametersin the argumentlistare definedas follows.
I KB_DY If KB_DY=I,forebody/centerbodygeometryis to bespecified.
If KB_DY=2,cowl geometryis to be supplied.,
KPLANE If KPLANE=I,axial locationis for currentinitial-
value plane.
If KPLANE=2,axial locationis for currentsolution......
plane.
XBASEI Base axial coordinateof thecurrent initial-value
plane.
XBASES Base axial coordinateofthe currentsolutionplane.....
XCURV. This subroutinecomputesthe x curvilinearcoordinategiven the x
base coor"d'inate.The versionof XCURV suppliedwith the programassumesthat
both the forebody/centerbodyand cowl areaxisymmetric. More arbitrarygeometries
can be describedby suitablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine. If XCURV is
replaced,the argumentlist must be identicalto the.existinglist, The_para-
meters in the argumentlist are definedas follows.
0 ...... ".....
----I
KB_DY If KBI_DY=I,forebody/centerbody_geqmetryisto be
specified.
If KBI_DY--2,cowl geometryi_ to be specified,
XBASEI Base axial coordianteof the currentinitial-value
plane.
XBASES Base axial coordianteof the currentsolution plane.
EINTRP. This subroutinedeterminesthe externalflow propertiesfor the
boundary_Fayercomputationby interpolationof the supersoniccore flow solution.
WALL. This subroutinecalculatesthe wall Conditionparametersfor compu-
tation.ofthe boundarylayer.
WTEMP. This subroutinedeterminesthe wall temperatureboundarycondition
for use in the boundarylayer computation. Both temperatureand normaltempera-
3. ture gradientboundaryconditionscan be specified. SubroutineWTEMP i_ called
from subroutineWALL. 1
ITURB. This subroutinecomputesthe turbulenteddy viscosityand turbulent
eddy thE.-:_.alconductivityforuse in the boundarylayer computation. The version
of TURB suppliedwith the programemploysan isotropictwo-layereddy diffusitivity
model(7). The turbulentthermalconductivityisexpressed.interms of the .eddy I
viscosityby use of the turbulentPrandtl.number. Other turbulencemoclelsmay be
incorporatedinto the analysisby suitablymodifyingor replacingthis subroutine.
If TURB is replaced,the argumentlist must be identicalto the existinglist.
The parametersin the argum_entlist are definedas follows.
i KBI_DY If KBI_DY=I,forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer isspecified, i
If KB_}DY=2,cowl boundarylayer is specified.... I
KPLANE If KPLANE=I,initial-valuesurfaceis specified,
If KPLANE=2,solutionsurfaceis specified......
I Circumferentialindex_ofsolutionpoint.
J Radial index of solutionpoint.i
_, ETX Eddy viscosityfor streamwise.momentumequation,
i ETZ Eddy viscosityfor cross-flowmomentumequation,
i Eddy conductivity.ETE thermal
I
I _. This subroutineis used to decodethe boundarylayertransformed
variablesinto physicalvariablesand then to print both the forebody/centerbody
i and cowlboundary layer solutions.
THERMD. This subroutineis used to computethe spatialgradientof the_




caloricallyperfectgas. Other thermodynamicmodelsmay be incorporatedinto
the analysisby suitablymodifyingo_ replacingthis subroutine. If subroutine
THERMD is replaced,the argument,list must be identicalto the existinglist.
The parametersin the argumentlist are definedas follows.
T _emperature
P pressure_
DTDY first partialspatialderivativeof temperature ".
DPDY. first.partialspatialderivativeof pressure
: DHDY first partial_spatialderivativeof staticenthalpy. ,
Thermodynamicpropertyinformationis suppliedto subroutineTHERMDthroughthe
named commonblock GASI, :
14. _VERLAY(4,1) i
LINK41. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein OVERLAY(4,1) i
and is used to control,the integrationof the boundarylayer differentialequa, _
tions.= "
ABLSLN. This subroutinecomputesthe flow propertiesacrossthe boundary
layer--'-a-circumferentialstationthat is on the plane,of symmetry. Theat
transformed governingdifferentialequationsare solvedimplicitlyusing th@..............
matrix solutionalgorithmin subroutineBTRID. :_
AEXT. This subroutinecalculatesthe edge condition.parametersfor the
computati'----onof a plane ofsymmetry boundarylayer station. SubroutineAEXT is ,
calledfrom subroutineABLSLN. I]
ASPEC. This subroutinedeterminescertainparameterswhich are used in
the pT'a-ne-ofsymmetryboundarylayer computation. SubroutineASPEC is called
from subroutineABLSLN..... !
GBLSLN. This subroutinecomputesthe propertiesacrossthe boundarylayer 1
at a _ferential stationthat is not on a plane of flow symmetry. The trans-
formed governingequationsare solvedimplicitlyusing the matrix solutional-
gorithmin subroutineBTRID.
GEXT. This subroutinecalculatesthe edge.conditionparametersfor the
computationof a boundarylayer stationthat is not on the Rlane of flow sym-
metry....SubroutineGEXT_Iscalled f_msubroutine GBLSLN....
GSPEC. This subroutinedeterminescertainparameterswhich are_usedin
the boun-"u-n-darylaye computationfor stationsnot on.the plane of flow symmetry.
SubroutineGSPEC is called from subroutineGBLSLN.
BTRID. This subroutinesolvesa systemof simultaneouslinear.equations
with a block tridiagonalCoefficientmatrix. A directfactorizationprocedure




PRB_.D.This Subroutineis used to performmatrix multiplication.Sub......
routineFR_D is called from subroutineBTRID. !
15. _VERLAY(4,2)
LINK42. This programroutineiS the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(4,2)
and is used to.determinethe boundarylayer-propertiesdownstreamof a shock
•' wave-boundarylayer interactionregion. An integral....fQ_mulationis used to
obtainthe solution.
SBLINT. This subroutinedeterminesthe downstreamboundarylayer thick-
ness and velocityprofileexponentsin _ _ shock wave-boundarylayer interaction
analysiS.
INTEG. This subroutineis used to numericallyevaluatecertainintegral
parametersinvolvedin the shock wave-boundarylayer interactionanalysis.
16. _VERLAY.(4,3)
LINK43. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(4,3) I
and is used for mesh alterationin the boundarylayer computationto account !
for boundarylayer growth.
17. _VERLAY(4,4)
LINK44. This programroutineis the main controlroutinein _VERLAY(4,4)





The input data required for execution of the computer program are entered '-
by both namelist input and formatted read statements. In all cases, the eleven
namelistS LIST1 to LIST11 are entered. For cases in which the user selects to
specify the flow property fieldon the initial-value plane, that information is ....
entered by a formatted read of files ITAPI, ITAP2, and ITAP3.
In general, only those parameters and data pertinent to tile particular prob-
lem being considered must be entered. Many input parameters have default values
and do not need_tobe specifiedunless _a].ue.si__ther._han the.defaultvaluesare
_. to ,be entered.
In this section,each input parameteris defined. Where applicable,both
the defaultvalue and a typicalvalue of the input parameterare given.
2. TITLE CARD
The first card of each data deck is a title cardon which 72 alphanumeric
i characters(any standardFortrancharacters)of identifyinginformationmay be
specified. This card must be the first card ofthe data deck even if no infor-
mation is listedon it. The formatof th card s (12A6).
i 3. NAMELISTLIST1
The parametersenteredin namelistLISTI controlthe overallexecutionof
the Program.
KUNIT An integervariabledenotingwhetherEnglishabsoluteunits or SI
units are to be used in the computation. If KUNIT = 4, English
absoluteunits are employed. If KUNIT= O, SI units are employed.....................
A defaultvalue of 1 is.specified_forKUNIT. .
KCALL A one,dimensionalintegervariablearray consistingof three ele-
ments. Each elementof KCALL specifieswhetheror not a particular
supersonicflow field integrationoptionis to be performed. If
KCALL(1)= 1 (I=1,2,3),then the correspondingflow field integration
option is p_rformed. If KCALL(I)= O, the integrationoption is not
performed. The elementsof KCALL Controlthe flow field integration




K.CALL(1) Flow Field IntegrationOpt.io.n DefaultValue
KCALL(1) _ forebodysupersonicflow.fiel.d. 1
KCALL(2) ircernalsupersonicflow field
with.discreteshock,wave fitting 1
KCALL(3) internalsupersonicflow field ................
withoutdiscrete,shock wave
' " fitting 0 ......
tSpecifyingKCALL(2)= 1 and KCALL(3)= 1 simultaneouslywill cause .... ,
an error messageto be printedand the programexecutionto be
aborted.
.W
XEND A one-dimensionalreal variablearray consistingof three elements.
XFND(I)(I=1,2,3)denotesthe x-position in either feetor meters ;!
_F_ at which the supersonicflow field integrationspecified,by the cor- <
respondingelementofKCALL is to be terminated. Each elementof
, XEND denotesa flow field integrationoption terminationpoint and
ihas a defaultvalue as follows......................................
XEND(1) TerminationPoint for DefaultValue !
XEND(I) forebodysupersonicflow ..i






discreteshock wave fitting 3.5 ft
If/anyelementof XEND exceedsthe x-positionto which the center-
body geometryis specified,or if XEND(2)or XEND(3) exceedsthe _:
• x-positionto which the.cowl geometryis speci.f.ied,appropriate
error message_sare printedand the progranlexecutionis aborted. :_!
Each elementof XENDmust be poSitive. It Sho.uldbe noted.that ._
if.KCALL(i)= O, XEN[_I)does.nothave.tobe specified. 1
KTRANS An integervariabledenotingwhetherornot distr_ibutedwall bleed
effectsare to.be includedin the supersoniccore.flow computation.
If KTRANS: l, bleed effectsare includedin the computation..If
KTRANS- O, bleed ef.fectsare not includedin the computation. The
wall bleed distributionis Specifiedby the parameters.enteredin-
•. namelistLIST8._A defaultvalue of l is specifiedfor KTRANS.
KBLAY An.integervariabledenotingwhetheror not theboundary layer com-
putationis to.be performed. If KBLAY = l, the boundarylayer com-
putationiS performed. If KBLAY = O, the boundarylayercomputation .....
is not performed. A defaultvalue Of l is specifiedfo.r.KBLAY.
S5)
;,
RCAVG A positivereal variabledenotingthe estimatedaverageradius,in
eit,her feet or meters,of the,bow shock wave at XEND(1). The
specifiedvalue of RCAVG is.used in estinlatingthe capturedmass
flow rate at XEND(1). This mass flow rate is used in determining
if point additionis to be performedin the forebodyflow field
integration. RCAVG must be specifiedOnly if the supersonicfore-
body.flowfield integrationoption iS used [KCALL(1)= l]. RCAVG
must be specifiedeven if the forebodyintegrationOption is the
only integrationoption used [KCALL(2)= KCALL(3)= 0]. The cowl
lip radiusmay be used for RCAVG. A defaultvalue of 0.8 ft is
specifiedfor RCAVG.
KVISCY An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not the viscousand thermal
diffusionterms are to be includedin the computationof the fore-
body supersonicflow fieldor the internalsupersonicflow field,in
which shock waves are not discretelyfitted. If KVISCY= l, these
terms are includedin the cumputation. If KVISCY= O, these terms
are not includedin the computation. A defaultvalue of 0 is speci-
fied for KVISCY.
KSYM An integervariabledenotingthe flow symmetryoption to be employed
in the computation. If the boundarylayer computationis not employ--
ed (KBLAY_ 0), KSYM can have the valuesO, l, 2, and 3 corresponding
to: ]
KSY____MM Flow Symmetr_Option '
0 no planesof symmetry- computedsectoris the entire
solutionplane
l one plane of symmetry- computedsector is the half- ._
i plane boundedby the y-axis and containingthe +z-axis
2 two planes of symmetry- computedsector is the
quadrantboundedby the +y-axisand the +z-axis
3. axisymmetricflow - computedsector iS the single
circumferentialstationon the +y-axis
If the boundarylayer computationis employed(KBLAY= l), then
the .allowablevalue of KSYM is l.. The supersonicflow networks
forthe .flowsymmetry¼optionsare illustrated,in Figure3. A
defaultvalue.ofl is specifi.edfor KSYM.
KSGL_)B An.integer-variabledenotingwhetheror not globalcorrectionis to.
be__erformedin obtainingthe solutionfor the bow shock wave points.
If KSGL_B= l, globalcorrectionis performed. If KSGL_)B= O, global
correctionis not performed. Globalcorrectioncan only be performed
forthe bow Shock-wavepo.intsand not for the internalflow field
ShoCkwave points. Hence, KSGLOBmust be specii_iedonly il_









KPRINT An integervariabledenoting•whichof three print optionsis to be
employedin the programexecutionfor the supersonicflow solution.
KPRINTcan have the followingvalues.
KPRINT Print Option
0 print body solutionpoin.ts__.and_..shQ.ckwave solution
.. point_ only
1 print all solution points _.
2 print all solutionpointsand shock wave parameters
(incidentnormalMach numberand shock wave surface
normalunit vectorcomponents)
A defaultvalue of l is specifiedfor KPRINT. •
IPRSTP A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe planenumber at which the
programexecutionis to be terminated_ This input parameteris
typicallyemployedwhen the executionis intendedto_be_restarted
at plane number (IPRSTP+ l). SpecifyingIPRSTP< 0 has no effect
on the execution,of the program. A defaultvalue-of0 is•.specified I
for IPRSTP. i
KSTART An integervariableused in controllingthe file operationsinvolved ..
in the restartingof the program(if desired). KSTART controlsthe
storageand retrievalof the restartfileas follows. _
i'!KSTART Controlof RestartFile0 no file operationsl write restartfileon TAPE 9
P 2 read informationfor programrestartfrom TAPE 9,
and write ensuingsolutionplane_.,on this tape
A defaultvalue of 0 is specifiedfor KSTART. TAPE 9 is linkedto
the dummy file RESTRT in the PRIBGRAMcard.
4. NAMELISTLIST2
The parametersenteredin namelistLIST2specifythe free-streamcondi-
tions,the inletorientation,and the parameterswhich controlthe internal.
generatiohof the supersonicflow propertyfield on the initial-valueplane.
MFS A positivereal variabledenotingthe free-streamMach number. The
specifiedvalue of MFS must be greaterthan 1.0. A defaultvalueof
3.0 is specified$or MFS.
PFS A P.oS.i.tiyer. .a_.]..variabledenotingthe free-streamabsolutepreSsure,
in either (Ibf/ft2) or-(N/m2). A defaultvalueof 242.2 (Ibf/ft2)
is specifiedfor PFS (this value is the pressureof the Standard..........
atmosphereat an altitudeof 50,000 ft).
R_FS A positivereal variabledenoting,the free-streamdensity,in either
(slug/ft3) or (kg/m3). A defaultvalue of 0.0003622(slug/ft3) is
specifiedfor.R_FS (thisvalue is the density,of the standardatmos-
phere at an altitudeof 50,000ft).
PITCH A real variable.denotingthe angle, in degreeS,subtendedby the free-
streamvelocityvector,and the projectionof the free-streamvelocity
vectoron the (x,z)-plane,as illustratedin Figure4. A default
valu_ of l.O deg_reeis specifiedfor PITCH. If KBLAY-_Iis specified
in namelistLISTI,then PITCH_O.O.
YAW ......A real variabledenotingthe angle, in degrees,subtendedby the x-
._ axis and the projectionof the free-streamvelocityvectoron the
_ (x,z)-plane,as illustratedin Figure4. A defaultvalue of 0.0
degreesis specifiedfor YAW...........
XI. A positivereal variabledenotingthe axial.(x) position,in either
feetor meters,of the supersonicflow initial-valueplane. Ifthe
forebodyflow field integrationoption is specified[KCALL(1)=l],
XI must be specifiedat the beginningof the forebodyflow field
computationalregime (see Figurel). If only the internalflow_
field integrationoption is specified[KCALL(1)= O, KCALL(2)= l
or KCALL(3)= l], XI must be specifiedat the axial stationof the
cowl lip (see Figurel). XI must not fall outsideof.the range of
axial stations.forwhich the centerbodygeometryis specified. Also,
I XI must not be greaterthan the axial stationup to which the cowlgeometryis specified. A defaultv ule of l.O ft is specifiedfor
XI.
KIVS An integervariabledenotingwhetherthe supersonicflow fieldon
the initial-valueplane is to be generatedinternallyor read in. If
KIVS = l, the initial-valueplane data are.computedinternally. If.
KIVS = O, the initial-valueplane data must be suppliedby the user
througha formattedread of file ITAPI. The formattedread inputis
_, describedat the end of this section. The internallygeneratedinitial-
I value plane option is applicableonly to cases where the forebodyis
i conicalup to the axial stationwhere the initial-valueplane is lo-cated. SpecifyingKIVS = l requires,that YA.W.= 0.0. A defaultvalue
of l is speci.fiedfor KIVS.
KC_N An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not the bow shock wave is
Conica]. KC_Nmust be specifiedonly if the forebodyflow fieldin-
tegrationoption is employed[KCALL(1)= l]. If KC_N = l, the bow
shock wave is conical. In this case, the angle at each initial-value
plane bow shock wave point that.issubtendedby the shock wave and
the x-axis in tliemeridionalplane definedby the shock wave point
is computedinternally. If KC_N = O, the bow shockwave is not coni-





u=o: I_I cos (PITCH)cos (YAW)
v=o: IV_oI sin (PITCH) ..........







I Figure 4. Pitch and yaw angles.
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formattedreadof file ITAPI. The formattedread input is described
at the end of this section. If the initial-value-planeis generated
internally(KIVS = l).,a conicalbow.shock wave is assumed(KC_ON= l),
A defaultvalue of l is specifiedfor KCON.
KSUPER An integervariabledenotingthe method to be used in internallygener-
ating the supersonicflow initialdata. KSUPERmust be specifiedonly
if the.initialdata are to.be generatedinternally(KIVS= l). If
KSUPER= l, the supersonicflow initialdata are computedusing the. _
approximateTaylor-Maccollalgorithmdescribedin SeCtionII. If
KSUPER= 2, the supersonicflow initialdata are computedusing the
Jones algorithmdescribedin SectiOnII. If KSUPER = l, KSYM Can
have the valuesl, 2, or 3, where if KSYM = 3 the angle of attack
must be 0.0 (PITCH= 0.0). If KSUPER= 2, KSYM must be equalto l
and PITCH _ 0,0. A defaultvalue of 2 is specifiedfor KSUPER.
ITAPI A positiveinteger_ariabledenotingthe tape number fromwhich the _I
user suppliedsupersonicflow initialdata are to be_enteredby a
•_ formattedread. ITAPImust be specifiedonly if the initial-value i!
plane flow propertyfield is to be suppliedby the user (KIVS= 0). ',!
The defaultvalue assignedto ITAPI is 5 (the input file). The il
usermay specifyITAPE = lO, in which case the supersonicinitial
data are read from TAPEIO. TAPE lO is linkedto the dummy file
IVSl in the PR(_GRAMcard.
ii
5. NAMELISTLIST3 i
The parametersenteredin namelistLIST3 specifythe numberof circumfer-
entialand radialstationsused in the supersonicflow computationalpoint net-
work.
ISTI)P A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof circumferential _.J
stationsused in the supersonicsolutioncomputedflow field seCtor.
The value specifiedfor ISTI_Pmust correspondto the flowsymmetry
optionspecifiedby KSYN (see namelistLISTI)as follows(see Figure3).
KSYM AllowableValue(s)o.fIS.TI)P
0 5 <_ISTIBP<_30 .........................
P l 4 < ISTI)P< 16
i 2 3 < IST_P < 8
b 3 ISTIBP= 1i-.
I A defaultvalue of 15 is_specifiedfor IST_P (this recommendedvalue
correspondsto KSYM = l). If the supersonicinitialdata are to be
generatedinternallyusing the Jones algorithm(KIVS = l, KSUPER=2),
then IST@P.mustbe greaterthan I.
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JMAXI A positiveintegervariabledenOtingthe numberof radial_tations
on the supersonicflow initial-value.plane,Note that the initial-
value plane input formatis the samewhetherthe computationis being
startedat an axial stationupstream of the forebody_computational
flow regimeor at the axiat stationof the.cowllip. The specified
value for JI.IAXlmust be at least 3 and nO greaterthan 15. The de-
faultand recommendedvalue for JI,IAXlis If.
"" Whateverthe value of JMAXI,the outermostradialstationCorresponds
to the downstreambow shock wave points,and the remaining(JMAXI- l)
radialstationscorrespondto the streamlinepoints.
jINLET A positiveintegervariabl_denotingthe number,of radialstationson
each solutionplane in the s_personicinternalflow field inte-
gration. JINLETmust be specifiedonly if the internalflow field
is to be computed. The specifiedvalue of JINLETmust beat least
4 and no greaterthan 15. The recommendedvalue and the defaultvalue
of JI_LETis II. It shouldbe noted that JINLETis independentof
JMAXI.
For the internalflow field integrationoption in which shockwaves
are not discretelyfitted[KCALL(2)= O, KCALL (3) = l], JINLET
specifiesthe number of streamlinepointsat each circumferential
station. For the internalflow field integrationoption in which
shockwaves are discretelyfitted[KCALL(2)= l, KCALL(3)=0], the
numberof streamlinepointsat each circumferentialstationis equal
to (JINLET- 2). The remianingtwo storagelocationsare assigned
to.theupstreamand downstreamshock wave.solutionpoints.
i JLIMIT A one-dimensionalintegervariablearray consistingof two elements.JLIMITmust be specifiedonly i.fthe forebodyflow field integration
option is employed [KCALL(1)=l]. The elementsof JLIMITare used
in controllingthe number of interiorfield pointswhich are added
in the computationof the forebodyflow field. The firstelementof
JLIMIT [JLIMIT(1)]denotesthe allowablemaximumnumberof radial
stationson a solutionplane in the forebodyflow field computation
when the mass flow rate acrossthat plane is less than a specified
fraction[denotedby CRIT(7)in namelistLISTlO]ofthe est.imated
mass.flow rate at XEND(1),the axial locationat.whichthe.forebody
I flow field integrationis to be terminated. The secondelementof
JLIMIT [JLIMiT(2)]denotesthe allowablemaximumnumber,of radial 1
1 stationswhen the mass flow rate exceedsthe specifiedfractionof i
1
I the estimatedmass flow rate at XEND(1)..Each elementof JLIMIT ._
must be positive,odd, and no less than 5 but no greaterthan 15. I
I JLIMIT(1)shouldbe less than Or equal to JLIMIT(2). A default
value of II is specifiedfor-JLIMIT(1),and a defaultvalueof 15
i is specifiedfor JLIMIT(2).,......
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6. NAMELISTLIST4
The parametersenteredin namelistLIST4 specifythe thermodynamicmodel
and the moleculartransport,properties,
R A positivereal variabledenotingthe gas constant,in either
(ft-lbf)/(slug-R)or (J/kg-K). A defaultvalue of 1716.1_ll6
(ft-lbf)/(slug-R)is Specifiedfor R.
GAMMA A positivereal variabledenotingthe specificheat ratio. A
defaultvalue of 1.4 is specifiedfor GAMMA.
If the boundarylayer computationis not employed(KBLAY= O) and if the
influenceof moleculartransportis not.to be includedin the supersonicflow
computation(KVISCY= 0), then no other parametersneed be specifiedin namelist
LIST4. If these optionsare employedin the computation,then the parameters
presentedin the followingdiscussionmust be specified.
The moleculardynamicviscosityis representedin the computerprogramby
the Sutherlandformula(6).
P : % + (I)
i In equation(1), isthe dynamicviscosityat the_absolutetemperatureT, andB is a constant. For air, B has the value of 198.6 R (llO K). The pa ameter
_o is the.viscosityat the referencetemperatureTo" The constants_o, To, and
B must be specifiedin the programinput by entemng the followingthree para-
meters.
VIS_ A positivereal variabledenotingthe referenceviscosity_o in
equation(1). The units of VlS_ are either (Ibf-sec/ft2)or
(N-s/m2). A defaultvalue of 3.5 x lO-7 (Ibf-sec/ft2)is specified
for VlS_ (this value is the dynamicviscosityof air at 492.0 R).
T(_ A positivereal variabledenotingthe referenceabsolute_temperature
I. To in equation(1). The units of T(_are either R or K. The specified....
value of T_must correspondto the specifiedvalue of VIS_. A de-i
i faultvalue of 492.0 R.is specifiedfor T_.
b
b B A positivereal variabledenotingthe constantB in equation(1).
The units for B.are either R or K. A defaultvalue of 198.6 R is.....
specifiedforB.
The molecularthermalconductivityis representedin the Computerprogram
i by
• K : Cp_/Pr (2)
where K denotesthe thermalconductivity,Cp is the constantpressurespecific
heat, and Pr is the laminarPrandtlnumberwhich iS assumedconstantin the
analysis. The specificheat Cp is calculatedinternallyin the program,whereas
"" the Prandtlnumber Pr is user s_ecifiedby_entering_t.he,followingparameter.
PR A positivereal variabledenotingthe laminarPrandtlnumber. A
defaultvalue of 0.71 is specifiedfor PR.
7. NAMELISTLIST5.....
The input parametersenteredin namelistLIST5 specifythe contoursof the
centerbodyand the cowl. It _s assumedthat both the centerbodyand the cowl
are axisymmetric. The x-coordinateaxis is the longitudinalaxis of both the
centerbodyand the cowl (see Figure]). The forebodytip must be locatedat
x = 0.0. The axial stationof the cowl lip must bespecifiedat x > 0.0.
For the purposeof geometrydescription,the axial (x) domain is divided
into a numberof intervals,as illustratedin Figure5. The number of axial
stationsat which the centerbodygeometryis specifiedis denotedby NCENT. The
numberof intervalson the centerbodyis equal to (NCENT- I). The numberof
axial stationsat which the cowl geometryis specifiedis denotedby NC_WL. The
i numberof intervalson the cow] is equal to.(NC_WL-1).In any interval,the centerbodyor cowl radiusmay.be specifiedeither
by tabularinput,or by supplyingthe coefficeintsin a cubic polynomialwritten
as a functionof x. For the tabularinput option,the body radius r(x) at axial
positionx in the ith interval(xi.i_x< Xi+l) is foundby linear interpolation
betweenpoint (xi,ri-T-andpoint (Xi+l,ri+l). The localslope of the body for
this intervalin a given meridionalplane is then givenby the slope of the line
segmentjoiningthese two points. Alternatively,employingthe cubic polynomial
r(x) = ai + bi(x -xi) + Ci(X - xi)2 + di(x - xi)3 (xi <=x < xi+l) (3)
requiresthat the curve fit coefficientsai,_bi,ci, and di be suppliedby the
user. Since equation (3) is a cubic, slope and curvaturecan be matciledat the
junctionpoint betweentwo adjacentintervalsemployingthis formulation.An
i optionexiststo employ the followingcubic polynomialinStead.ofequation(3).
I





• When employingequation(3) o_ equation(4), the coefficientsa,, b_, c_ and
d_ must be specifiedfor-u_to at most (NCENT- I) and/or_(NC_W_- I) i_tervals.
The axial locationx,,mustalways be specifiedfor NCENTand (if the internal
flow field is to be _omputed)NC_WL axial stations,no mattec_wiLtCb__formulation
is used.
If the forebodyis coni.calahead of a certainaxial station,the forebody/
centerbodygeometryin this interval(Ist interval)may be specifiedby enter-.
- ing the cone half-angledirectlyrather-thanby supplyingthe curve fit coeffi-
cientsor enteringthe body radiusby tabula_input.
The geometrydescriptionoption for a given intervalis specifiedby the
user and does not have to be the same for all intervals..For instance,the
forebody/centerbodycontour-mayhave a conical,tip, then a quadraticor cubic
variationwith x, thena linear variationwith x, then again a quadraticor
cubic variationwith x. A way to describethiscontour would be to input the
cone half-anglefor the first interval,the cubic curve flt coefficientsfor
the second interval,the body radii at the ends of the third interval,and the
cubic curve fit coefficientsfor the fourthinterval. Alternatively,the appro-
pr.iatecubic curve fit coefficientscould be suppliedfor-eachof the four in-
tervals. It shouldbe noted that in the input of the geometrydata, radius,
slope,,and curvatureshould be made compatiblebetweenadjacentintervals. The
boundarycontoursare specifiedby enteringthe followingparameters.
KBASE An integer-variabledenotingwhetherequation(3) or"equation(4) is
to be employedwhen at least one intervalof the centerbodyor cowl
geometryis specifiedby either-ofthese two cubic equations. If
neitherequation (3) nor equation.(4) is used in the geometryde-
scription,then KBASE does not have to be specified. If a cubic
equationis to be used, then enteringKBASE= 0 specifiesthat
equation(3) will be employed. If KBASE = l, then equation(4) will
be used. A defaultvalue of 0 is specifiedfor KBASE. The specified
value of KBASE appliesto both the forebody/centerbodycontourand
the cowl contour.
NCENT A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof axial statior_
used in specifyingthe forebody/centerbodygeometry. The number
of intervalsfor the forebody/centerbodyis equal to (NCENT- l).
The specifiedvalue for NCENTmust be at least 2 and no greater
than 25. A defaultval.ueof 2 is specifiedfor NCENT..
KDCENT A one-dimensiona]-integervariablearray (dimensionedat 25) consist-
ing of.(NCENT-l) elements. Each elementof KDCENTspecifiesthe
forebody/centerbodygeometrydescriptionoptionto be_usedin the
correspondinginterval. SpecifyingKDCENT(1)= l for-theit._hhinter-
val selectsthe option in which the fOrebody/centerbodyradiusis
describedby equation(3) or equation.(4)(dependingon the val.ueof
KBASE). SpecifyingKDCENT(1)= 2rfor the i th intervalselectsthe
Option in which the forebody/centerbodyradi_s is specifiedby tabu-
, far_Input. If the forebodytip is conical,the geometryin the first
f_rebody/centerbodyintervalmay be describedby enteringthe cone
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half-angledirectlyand specifyingKDCENT(])= 3. The specified
value for KDCENT(1)must be 1 or 2, exceptfor the first interval
(I - l) in which Case valuesof l, 2, or3may be specified. Speci-
fyingotherNalues than those allowedcausesthe programexecution
to be aborted. The defaultvalue for KDCENT(1)is 3, whileall_
other elementsof KDCENThave no defaultvalues specified.
XCENT A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting .
ofNCENT elements. Each elementof XCENT denotesthe axial (x) posi-
tion, in either feetor meters,of the beginningof a forebody/center-
body interval[XCENT(NCENT)denotesthe axial positionof the end of
the last interval]. The elementsof XCENTmust be nonneg_ativ_and I
monotonicallyincresing. The_defaultvaluesfor XCENT(1)and XCENT(2) 1
are l.O ft and 3.5 ft, respectively. The remainingelementsof XCENT
do not have defaultvaluesspecified.
RCENT A one-dimensionalreal.variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of up to NCENT elements. Each elementof RCENT specifiesthe fore-
body/centerbodyradius,in either feet or meters,at the axial loca-
tion specifiedby the correspondingelementof XCENT. If KDCENT(1)= 2,
then RCENT(1)and RCENT(I+ l) must.bespecified. If KDCENT(1)= l or
3, then RCENT(1)and RCENT(I+l) donot haveto be specified. Each 1
elementof RCENT must be nonnegative. No defaultvaluesare specified
for the.elementsof RCENT. 1
!
ACENT One-dimensionalreal variablearrays (eacharray is.dimensionedat i
BCENT 25), where each.arrayconsists_ofup to (NCENT- l) elements. These I
CCENT arraysare used in conjunctionwith equation(3) or equation(4) for
DCENT specificationof the forebody/centerbodygeometry. The elementsof
ACENT,.BCENT,CCENT,and.DCENT specifythe coefficientsai, bi, ci,
and di, respectively,in equation (3) or equation(4). If KDCENT(1)=
l, then ACENT(1),BCENT(i),CCENT(1),and DCENT(1)must be specified
for the ith interval. If KDCENT(1)= 2 or-3, then ACENT(1),BCENT(1),
CCENT(1),a'-ndDCENT(1)do not have to be specifiedfor that interval.
The units for the elementsof ACENT are either feetor meterS. The. ]
elementsof BCENT are dimensionless.The units for the.elementsof !
CCENTare either (feet)-_ or (meters)-Z. The units for the elements
of DCENT are (feet)-2 or (meters)-2. No.defaultvalues are Specified
for the elementsof ACENT, BCENT,CCENT,and DCENT. I
C_)NE .......A real variabledenotingthe cone half-angle,in.degrees,of the
forebodytip if it is conical. If KDCENT(1)= 3, then C_NEmust_be
specified. If KDCENT_I)= l or 2, then C_NE does not have to be
specified. A defaultval.ueof lO.O degreesis specifiedfor C_NE.
If only the external._flowfieldabout the forebodyis.tobe Computed
[KCALL(1)= l, KCALL(2)_ O,_andKCALL(3)= 0], no furtherparametersmust be
specifiedin namelistLIST5. If theflow field in the annulus is tO be deter-
mined, the__ollowin9parametersmust be entered.
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NC_WL A positiveinteger,variabledenotingthe numberof axial stations
used in specifyingthe cowl g_ometry. The numberof intervalsfor
the cowl is equal to.(NC_WE- I). The specifiedvalue for NC_WL
must be at least 2 and no greaterthan 25. No defau]tvalue is
specifiedfor NC_WL.
KDC_WL A one-dimensionalintegervariablearray (dimensionedat 25) cOnSist-
. ing of (NC_WL- l) elements. Each elementof KDC_WLspecifiesthe
• cowl geometrydescriptionoptionto be used for the corresponding
interval. SpecifyingKDC_WL(1)= l for the i th intervalselects
the option in which the cowl radius is describTdby equation(3) or
equation(4) (dependingon the value of KBASE). SpecifyingKDC_WL(1)=
2 for the i t_.h_hintervalselectsthe option in which the cowl radiusois
specifiedby tabularinput. The specifiedvalue for KDC_WL(1)must be
either l or 2. Sp#cifyingother valuesthan those allowedcausesthe .....
programexecutionto be aborted. The elementsof KDC_WLdo not have
defaultvalues specified.
XC_WL A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NC_WL elements. Each elementof XC_WL specifiesthe axial (x)
position,in either feetor meters,of the beginningof a cowl inter-
val [XC_WL(NC_WL)denotesthe axial positionof the end of the last
interval]. Each elementof XC_WL must be nonnegativeand monotonically
increasing. The elementsof XC_WL do not have defaultvaluesspecified.
tRC_WL A one,dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consistingof up to NC_WL elements. Each elementof RC_WL specifiesthe cowlradius,in either-feetor_eters, at the axial locationspecifiedbythe correspondingelementof XC_WL. I_ KDCOWL(1)= 2, then.RC_WL(1)and RC_WL(I+ l) must be specified. If KDC_WL(I)= l, then RC_WL(1)
i and RC_WL(i+ l) do not have to be specified. Each elementof RC_WL
must be nonnegative. The elementsof RC_WLdo not have defaultvalues
specified.
AC_WL One-dir,mnsionalreal variablearrays (eacharray is dimensionedat
BC_WL .....25), where each array consistsof up to (NC_WL- l) elements. These
CC_WL arraysare-usedin conjunctionwith equation(3) or equation(4) for
DC_WL specilficationof the cowl geometry. The elementsOf ACBWL, BC_WL,
CC_WL,and DC_WL specifythe coefficientsai, bi, ci and di, respeC-
I tively,in equation(3) or e_uatiOn(4). If KDC_WL_I)= l, then
AC_WL(1),BC_WL(1),CC_WL(1),and DC_WL(1)must.be specifiedfor the
ith interval. If KDC_WL(1)= 2, then AC_WL(1),BC_WL(1),CC@WL(I),
an'B-DC_WL(1)do not haveto be specifiedfor that interval. The
units ofthe elementsof AC_WL are either feet or meters. The ele-
ments of BC_WL are dimensionlesS. The units for the elementsof
CC_WL are either (feet)-zOr (meters)-Z. The units for the elements
of CC_WLare either (feet)-2or (meters)-2. No defaultvaluesare
speCified,for the elementsOf AC_WL,BC_WL, CC_WL,and DC_WL.
DXTRAN A real variabledenotingthe centerbodytranslationfrom the design
point position,or, equivalently,the amountthe cowl has been trans-
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fated with respeCtto the centerbody. The unit._of DXTRANare-
either feetor meters. Translationoccurssolely in thex-direction.
r.loreover,the origihZ)i_the-coordinatesystemismain.tainedat.the
forebOdytip.when translationOccurs. A positivevalue for DXTRAN
Correspondsto a forwardcenterbOdytranslationor a rearwardcowl
translation. A defaultvalue of 0.0 is specifiedfor DXTRAN.
8. NANELISTLIST6
The parameters entered in namelist LIST6 control the internal generation of
the boundarylayer initialdata and specifythe boundarylayercomputationalmesh.
The parametersenteredin this namelistneed only be specifiedif the boundary i
layer computationis to be performed[KBLAY= l specifiedin namelistLISTI].
._ The followingsix parametersare used for specificationof the forebodyZ
centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata, _i
!
KBLIDA An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not the forebody/centerbody 1
boundarylayer initialdata are to be internalIc/generatedby the
Adams finite.differencealgorithmdescribedin Section II. The Adams
algorithmis applicableonly to cases in which the forebodyis conical
ahead of the stationwhere the boundarylayer data are to be generated.
If KBLIDA= l, the initialdata are internal.lygenerated. If KBLIDA=
O, the initialdata are enteredby a formattedread of file ITAP2. The
formattedread is describedat the end of this section. A defaultvalue
of l is specifiedfor KBLIDA.
i If KBLIDA= l, the followingfour parametersmust be entered.
KTURB An integervariabledenotingif the Adams algorithmis to generate
laminarflow or turbulentflow initialdata for the forebody/center- ._
body boundarylayer. If KTURB = O, laminarflow initialdata are
generated. If KTURB = l, turbulentflow initialdata are generated. " _
A defaultvalue of 0 is specifiedfor KTURB.
CLENCH A positivereal_variabledenotingthe lengthof the conicalsection_
oflthe forebodyin either feet or meters. A defaultvalue Of 4.0
ft is Specified_for_CLENGH.
The followingtwo parametersdefinethe computationalmesh used in the Adams
algorithmsolution[seeReference(5) for furtherdiscussion]. In general,the
pr_ogramis executedby retainingt_heseinput parametersat their defaultvalues.
ADY A positivereal variable_denotingthe first transformedmesh length
in the Surfacenormal directionthat is used in the Adams algorithm
Solution.__Tbedefaultand.recommendedvalue of AD.Yis O.OlO.
ARATIO A positivereal variabledenoting•the ratio of successivenormal
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mesh steps used in the Adams algorithmsolution. The defaultand
recommendedvalue of ARATI_ is 1.0630.
If KBLIDA= 0 is specif_,cLinthis_.namelist,hen the followingparameter-
must.,be entered.
ITAP2 A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe tape h'{mberfrom which the
forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata are to be entered
by a formattedread. The defaultvalue assignedto ITAP2is 5 (the
input file). The user may specifyITAP2= ll.,in which case the
forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata are read from TAPEII.
TAPEII is linkedto the dummy file IVS2 in the PR{BGRAMcard.
The followingfive parametersare used for specificationof the cowl boun-
dary layer initialdata and must be enteredonly if the cowl boundarylayer i._
to be calculated[KCALL(2): 1 or KCALL(3): 1 and KBLAY = 1 specifiedin naT,_-
list LISTI].
KBLIDB An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not the cowl boundarylay,::-
initialdata are to be internallygeneratedby an approximatete._h-
nique describedin this section. If KBLIDB= l, thE,ip,tialdata
are internallygenerated. If KBLiDB= O, th_ ;aicialdata are
enteredby a formattedread of file ITAP3. Ir,e formattedread is
describedat the end of thissection. A defaultvalue of l is
specifiedfor KBLIDB.
The.interl,allygeneratedcowl boundarylayer initialdata are obtainedusing
i an approximateanalysisbrieflydescribedbelow and presented"ingreaterdetailin Reference(1). The initialstep in.the analysisis to definethe boundary
layer thicknessat each circumferentialstationin the computed'_ector,For






-_ whereas for turbulentflow, a is approximated.by....
where Pe, Ue, and we denote the local boundarylayer edge d_nsity,streamwiSe
velocity,and laminardynamicviscosity,respectively,and _i_ the streamwiSe
curvi'inearcoordinateOn the cowl (see Figure5). With the boundarylayer







I flow are defined by .
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In the above equations, u and w denote the velocity components in the streamwise
(x) and cross-flow (i) directions, respectively, y is the distance measured nor....
mal to the _all, _ and B are constants,•and the subscript e denotes boundary
layer edge conditions. The total enthalpy H distribution is given by assuming
a quadratic variation with distance across the boundary layer and then imposing
the appropriate boundary conditions. This yields
H : H_,+ 2(He -HW.). + (Hw . He) 2 (ll) i
for cases in which the wall temperature _isspecified, and
H = (He - ½ 6H_)+ aH_ - ½ aH_ (12) i
for cases in which the temperature,derivative at the wall is specified. In i
equatiOns (II) and (12), H, and H_ denote the total_enthalpy and total enthalpy
normal derivative at the w_ll, regpect_vely, and H_ denotes the total enthalpy





profilesallow the densitydistributionto be determinedif the pressureis
assumedto be cons'_antalong a.givenbomidarylayernormal.
The followingthree parametersmust be enteredif KBLIDB-"l and are used
for specificatienof the cowl boundarylayer initialdata.
KTURBB An int#gervariabledenotingwhetherlaminarflow or turbulentflow
cowl boundarylayer initialdata are to be generatedinternallyby
. the approximateanalysis•presentedabove. If KTURBB: O, laminar
flow initialdata are generated. If KTURBB= l, turbulentflow
initialdata are generated. A defaultvalue of 0 is s_ecifiedfor
KTURBB.
ALPC£IL A positivereal variabledenotingthe exponent_ in the turbulent
' power law streamwisevelocityprofilegiven by equation(9). ALPCWL
must be enteredonly if KTURBB: l is specifiedin this namelist. A
defaultvalue of 1.0/7.0= 0.142857is specifiedfor ALPCWL. This
value of ALPCWLocrrespondsto the assumptionsmade in deriving
equation (6).
BETCWI. A positivereal variabledenotingthe exponent13in the turbulent
powerlaw crOss-flowvelocityprofilegiven by equation (lO).
BETCWLmust be enteredonly if KTURBB= l is specifiedin this
namelist. A defaultvalue of 1.0/7.0= 0.142857is specifiedfor
BETCWL. This value of BETCVILocrrespondsto the assumptionsmade
in derivingequation(6).
If KBLIDB= 0 is Specifiedin this namelist,then the followingparameter
must be entered.
i ITAP3 A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe tape numberfrom which thecowl boundarylayer in tial ata are o be enteredby a formatted
read. The defaultvalue assignedto ITAP3 is 5 (the input file).
The-usermay specifyITAP3 : 12, in which case the cowl boundary
layer initialdata are read from TAPEI2. TAPEI2 is linkedto the d
dummy file IVS3 in the PR_)GRAMcard.
The followingtwo parametersdesignatethe valuesof tilestreamwisecurvi-
linearcoordinateR at which the boundarylayer initialdata are specified.
_' See Figure5 for definitionof the R coordinatesfor both the forebody/center-
I body and cowl. Note that for the forebody/centerbody,R = 0.0 is locatedat
. the forebodytip, while for the cowl, _ = 0.0, is locatedat the cowl lip.
XASTRT A positivereal variabledenoti_gthe value of the streamwisecurvi-
linearcoordinateR (see Figure5) at which the forebody/centerbody
boundarylayer initialdata are specified. XASTRTmust be entered
i only if KBLIDA= 0 is speci,_iedin this nameliSt. XASTRTmust cor-
respondto the value of XI specifiedin nameliStLIST2. No defaulti
I value is Specifiedfor XASTRT.
b 1
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XBSTRT A positivereal variabledenotingthe value of the streamwisecurvi-
linearcoordinatex (see Figure5)-at-whichthe cowl boundarylayer
initialdata are specified. XBSTRTmust be enteY'edonly if KBLIDB:
0 is specifiedin this namelist. XBSTRT.must Correspondto the axial
locationof the first solutionplane insidethe_annulus No default
value is specifiedfor XBSTRT. ' I
The followingsix parametersare used to specifythe.boundarylayer computa-
tionalmesh..The boundarylayer computationalpoint networksare illustratedin
Figure6.
MBLAY A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof circumferentia]
stationsto be used in the computationof both the forebody/center-
body and cowl boundarylayers (see Figure6). MBLAY must be at
least 5.but no greaterthan 16, The defaultvalue and recommended
value of MBLAY for KSYM = l is 15.
If the boundarylayer initialdata are specifiedby the user, then the fol-
lowingtwo parametersare enteredto designatethe numberof radialpointsin
the,supplieddata.
NINA A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof radialpointsin
the user-suppliedforebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata,
NI_A must be enteredonly if KBLIDA= 0 is specifiedin this namelist.
NINA must be at least 5 but no greaterthan 20. A defaultvalue of
i, 20 is specifiedfor NINA.
i NINB A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof .radialpointsin-
' the user,-suppliedcowl-boundarylayer'initial.data.I_INBmust be
i enteredonly if the cowl boundarylayer is to be computedand ifKBLIDB = 0 is specifiedin this namelist. NINB must be at least 5
but no_greaterthan 20. A defaultof 20 is specif.iedfor NINB.
The followingtwoparam_tersdesignatethe numberof radialpointsused in i
the boundarylayer computation. The followingparametersmay be differentfrom
NII_Aand _Ir4Bsince the user-supplieddata will be interpolated, i
NA A positives,integervariabledenotingthe number-ofradialstations
employedin the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer computation, NA
) must be at least 5 but no greaterthan 20. A defaultvalue of 20 ,
is specifiedfor NA.
NB A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof radialstations
employedin the cowl boundarylayer computation. NB must be speci-
fiedohly if the cowl.boundarylayer is to be computed. NB must be
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The followingparameterSpecifiesthe mesh distortionin the boundary
layer normaldirection.
FACTOR A one-dimensionalreal variablearray cansistingof two elements..
The elementsof FACTORdenotethe ratio-oftwo successivestep sizes
in the boundarylayer_normaldirection,the normal step size being
expressedin terms of transformedvariables[see Reference(1)].
FACT_)R(1) and FACTOR (2) denotethe successivenormal step size
..
ratiosfor the forebody/centerbodyand cowl boundarylayers,respec-
tively. FACTI_R(2) must be enteredonly if the cowl.boundarylayer
is to be calculated. SpecifyingFACTBR(1): l.O producesa mesh
that is uniformin the boundarylayer normaldirection,whereasspeci-
fying FACTOR(1)> l.O producesa mesh which is more closelyspaced
near the wall. Defaultvaluesof l.O are specifiedfor both elements
of FACTOR.
9. NAMELISTLIST7
The parametersenteredin namelistLIST7 specifythe wall temperatureboun, ---
dary conditionto be used in the bounda.rylayer computation. The parameters
enteredin this namelistneed only be specifiedif the boundarylayer computation
is to be performed(KBLAY= l specifiedin namelistLISTI).
KTYPE An integerparameter-denotingwhetherthe wall temperatureor wall
temperaturenormal derivativeis to be used as a boundarycondition
in both the forebody/centerbodyan_cowl boundarylayer solutions.
If KTYPE = l, the wall temperatureis used as a boundarycondition.
If KTYPE = 2, the normalderivativeof the temperatureat the wall
is used as a boundarycondition. If the forebody/centerbodyboun-
dary layer initialdataaregeneratedinternally(KBLIDA= l speci-
fied in namelistLIST6),then the wall temperatureboundarycondi-
tion optionmust be specified(KTYPE= l). A defaultvalue of l ............
is specifiedfor KTYPE.
The wall temperatureor its normalderivativemay be specifiedas being
eithera constantor as having functionaldependenceupon axial position. For .....
the caseof axial positiondependency,the wall temperatureor its derivative
is specifiedby tabularinput. The temperatureboundarycondition.on.thefore-
body/centerbodyis Specifiedby enteringthe followingparameters.
KWLTA An integervariabledenotingwhether,aconstantor variabletempera,
ture or temperaturederivativeboundaryconditionis to be used.fo_
the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer computation, if KWLTA= l,
a constantboundaryconditionis specified. If KWLTA = 2, a variabl,e
boundaryconditionis specified. A defaultvalue of l is SpeCified
for KWLTA.
If a constanttemperatureor temperaturederivativeboundaryconditionis....
to be specified,then one of the two followingparametersis entered. ............
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TC_NSTA A positivereal variabledenotingthe constantwall temperature,
in either.R.or K, for-theforebody/cen.terbody.TCONSTAmust be
enteredonly if KTYPE = l and KWLTA = l are Specifiedin this name-
list. The free-streamstagnationt_mper.atureis reconwnendedfor
TGIBNSTA..Adefaultvalue of 500,0 R is Specifiedfor TC(_NSTA.
DTDYCA Areal variabledenotingth@.constantwall temperature,nornial
derivative,in either (R/ft)or (K/m),for the forebody/center-
•" body. DTDYCAmust be enteredonly if KTYPE = 2 and KWLTA = l
are Specifiedin this namelist. A defaultvalue Of 0.0 is speci-
fied for DTDYCA.
! If a varibaletemepratureor temperaturederivativeboundaryconditionis
to be specified,then.the followingparametersare entered.
NTABA A positiveinteger..variabIEdenotingthe number of tabular.data
points used in the temperatureboundaryconditionspecificationon
the forebody/centerbody.NTABA must be enteredonly if KWLTA = 2
is specifiedin this namelist. NTABA must be at least 3 but no
great.errthan 25. No .defaultvalue is specifiedfor NTABA. i
XWLA A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25)consisting I
of NTABA elements. The XWLA array must be enteredonly if KWLTA = 2
is specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof XWLA specifiesthe _
axial (x) position,in either feet or meters,,at which the wall
temperatureor-itsnormal derivativeis to be specifiedfor the
forebody/centerbody.Each elementof XWLA must be nonnegative,
monotonicallyincreasing,and within bounds of the specifiedgeom-
etry. No defaultvaluesare specifiedfor the elementsof XWLA.
TWLA A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NTABA elements. The TWLA array must be enteredonly if KTYPE = l
and KWLTA = 2 are Specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof TWLA i
specifiesthe forebody/centerbodywall temperature,in either R or K, _
at the axialposition specifiedby the correspondingelementXWLA.
_ Each elementofTWLA must be positive. No defaultvalues are speci-
e •fled_forthe elementsof TWLA.
DTDYWA A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NTABA elements. The DTDYWAarray must beentered only if KTYPE :
. 2 and KWLTA = 2 are Specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof-
_. DTDYWASpecifiesthe forebody/centerbodywall temperaturenormal
derlvative,_ineither (R/ft)or (K/m).,at the axial positionspeci-.
,. fled by the correspondingelementof XWLAo .No defaultvalues are
•" " specifiedfor the elementsofzDTDYWA.
Ifonly the forebodyflow field and boundarylayer are to be calculated
[KCALL(1)= l, KCALL(2)=_KCALL(3)= O, and KBLAY = I sI_ecifiedin namel.ist
LiSTI],then no.otherinput parametershave to be specifiedin this namelist.
If the-internal_flow field and boundarylayer_are to be Com_uted[KCALL(2)=
1 or KCALL(3)= l, and KBLAY = l Specifiedin namelistLISTI],then the follow-
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ing parametersmust be enteredto specifythewalltemperatureboundary..Condition
f_r the cowl.boundarylayer_solution,_
KWLTB An integervariabledenotingwhethera constantor variabletempera....
ture or temperaturederivativeboundaryconditionis tO be used for.
the cowl boundarylayer computation.,If.IKWLTB= l, a Constantboun-.
dary conditionis specified. If KWLTB = 2, a variableboundarycon-
dition is specified.•A defaultvalue of l.is specifiedfor KWLTB. -.
If a constanttemperatureor temperaturederivativeboundaryconditioni_
to be specified,then one of the two followingparametersis entered.
TC_NSTB A positivereal variabledenotingthe constantwall temperature,in
! either R or K, for the cowl. TC_NSTBmust be entered,only if
KTYPE = l and KWLTB = 1 are specifiedin this.namelist. The free-
stream stagnationtemperatureis recommendedfor TC_NSTB. A de-
' faultvalue of 500,OR is.specifiedfor TC_NSTB.
' DTDYCB A real variabledenotingthe constantwall temperatureno_-
mal derivative,in either (R/ft)or (K/m),for the cowl. DTDYCB
must be enteredonly if KTYPE =.2 and KWt.TB= l are specifiedin
this namelist. A defaultvalue o;0.0 is specifiedfor DTDYCB.
I_ a variabletemperatureor temperaturederivativeboundaryconditionis
specified,then the followingparametersare entered.
NTABB A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof tabulardata
points used in the temperatureboundaryconditionspecification.on.....
the cowl. NTABB must be enteredonly if KWLTB = 2 is specifiedin
this namelist. NTABB must be at least 3 but no greaterthan 25..
I No defaultvalue is for NTABB.
specified
XWLB A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NTABB elements. The XWLB array must be enteredonly if KWLTB = 2 .......
is specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof XWLB specifiesthe
axial (x) position,in either feet or meters.,at which the wall tem-
peratureor its normal derivativeis to be specifiedfor the cowl.
Each elementof XWLB must be nonnegative,monotonicallyincreasing,
and within boundsof the specifiedgeometry. No defaultvaluesare................
specifiedfor the elementsofXWLB.
TWLB A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NTABB elements. The TWLB arraymust be enteredonly if KTYPE = l
and KWLTB =.2 are specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof TWLB
specifiesthe wall temperature,in eitherR or K, at the axial posi-
tion specifiedbythe correspondingelementof XWLB..Each elementof
TWLB must be positive. NO defaultvaluesare specifiedfor the ele..............................
ments of TWLB.
DTDYWB A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NTABB elements. The DTDYWBarraymust be enteredonly if KTYPE =
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2 and KWLTB --2 are specifiedin this namelist. Each elementof
DTDYWBspecifiesthe cowl wall temperaturenormal derivative,in
either (R/ft)or (K/m),at the axial positionspecifiedby the cor-




The parametersenteredin namelistLIST8 Specifythe wall mass bleed diStri-
bution. If the case being consideredrequiresno mass bleed,then the parameters i
enteredin this namelistdo not have to be specified. For those cases which re-
quire mass removalat the wall, the bleed distributionis specifiedby tabular
input. The tabularinput requiresthe specificationof the axial locationand
extentof the bleed zones and specificationof the bleedmass flux L(massflow
rate)/area]withineach zone (see Figure7). Optionsexist to specifya zero
_F_. bleed rate for eitherthe forebody/centerbodyof"cowl.
The bleed distributionfor the forebody/centerbodyis specifiedby entering
the followingParameters.
KDFA An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not mass transferoccursat !
the forebody/centerbodywall. If KDFA.=O, a case with no mass trans-
fer (bleed)is specified. If KDFA = l, a case with mass transferis
specified. A defaultvalue of 0 is specifiedforKDFA.
If KDFA = l is specified,the followingfour parametersmust be entered.
NRA A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe numberof bleedzones on the
forebody/centerbody(see Figure.7). NRA must be at least l but no
greaterthan 25. No de_faultvalue is specifiedfor NP_A.
XSA A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NP_Aelements. Each elementof XSA denotesthe axial (x) position,
in either feet or meters,of the beginningof a mass bleedzone on
the forebody/centerbody(see Figure7). The elementsof XSA must be
positive,monotonicallyincreasing,and within boundsof the specified
geometry. No defaultvalues are specifiedfor the elementsof XSA.
i XEA Aone-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
I of NRA elements. Eachelementof XEA denotesthe axial (x) position,in either feet or meters, of the end of a mass bleed zone on the fore-
b body/centerbOdy(see Fi_jure-7).The elementsofXEA must be.positive,
monotonicallyincreasing,ar,d within boundsof the specifiedgeometry.
Noreover,for the.I th element,XEA(1)L X-SA(1).No defaultvalues
are speciftedfor thTelements of XEA.
R_VA A one,dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NP,A elements. Each elementof2R_VA denotesthe mass i_lux.(density
x velocity.),in unit_ of (Slug/(ft• sec)) or (kg/(mz • sec)),for
the bleed zone definedby the corres_ondihgelementsof XSA and XEA.






No defaultvalues are specifiedfor the elementsof R_VA.
If Only the forebodyflow field is to be calculated[KCALL(1)= l, KCALL(2)=
KCALL(3)= 0 specifiedin name_istLISTI],thennO other parametersneed be speci-
fied in this namelist. If the internalflow is to be calculated[KCALL(2)=,l or
KCALL(3)= l specifiedin namelistLISTI]and mass transferoccurs at the inlet
walls, then the followingparametersmust be enteredto specifythe cowl bleed
distribution.
KDFB An integervariabledenotingwhetheror not mass transferOccurs at
the cowl wall. If KDFB = O, a case with no mass transferis speci-
fied. If KDFB = l, a case with mass transfer(bleed)isspecified.
A defaultvalue of 0 is specifiedZor_.KDFB.
b If KDFB =] is specified,the followingfour parametersmust be entered.
NRB A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe number-ofbleed zones on the
cowl bee Figure7). NRB must be at least.lbut no greaterthan 25..
No defaultvalue is specifiedfor NRB.
XSB A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NRB elements. Each elementof XSB denotesthe axial (x) position,
in either feet or meters,of the beginningof a mass bleed zone on
the cowl (see Figure7). The elementsof XSB must be positive,mOno-.
tonicallyincreasing,and within boundsof the specifiedgeometry.
NO defaultvaluesare specifiedfor the elementsof XSB.
I XEB A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
of NRB elements. Eachelementof XEB denotesthe axial (x) position,
i in either feet.or meters,of the end of amass bleed zone on thecowl (see Figure7). The elementsof XEB must be positive,monotoni-
cally increasing,and within boundsof the specifiedgeometry. More-
over, for the Ith element,XEB(I)> XSB(1). No defaultvaluesare
specifiedfor thTelements of XEB.-
i R_VB A one-dimenSionalreal.variablearray (dimensionedat 25) consisting
ofNRB elements. Each elementof _VB denotesthe mass flux (density
x velocity),,in units Of (slug/(ft • sec)) or (kg/(m2 • sec)),for
the bleed zone definedby the correspondingelementsof XSB and XEB.
I For mass bleed,the elementsof R_VBmust be specifiedas positive.i
I NO defaultvalues are Specifiedfor tb_.e_lemeqtsQf R_VB........
)
II. NAMELISTLIST9
The parametersenteredin namelistLIST9specifythe turbulencemodel and
the transitionmodel used in the boundarylayer computation. The parameters
enteredin this namelistneed only be specifiedif the boundarylayer Computa- ........
tion is.to be performed(KBLAY= l specifiedin namelistLISTI).
The three-dimensionalturbulencemodel incorporated_nto the programis
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based on a two-layerfQrmulationwith [see.Reference(1)]
Cx--_xi (o<_) <_)T) (13)
_x : _xo (YT-_ ) z a) (14)
where ¢_ denotes the eddy viscosity in the streamwise momentumequation, axi
is the Tnner region eddy viscosity, Cxo is the-outer region eddy viscosity,
is the distance measured normal, to the wall, YT is defined by the point where
¢xi = Cxo, and a is the local boundarylayer thickness.
The inner layer eddy viscosityis given by
(@-_-I I/2 (15)
Cxi : aTKL2) IB_-_-]2 + @& 2-
l_t_) )
where _ and _ denotethe velocitycomponentsin the boundarylayer streamwise
(x) and cross,flow(_) directions,respectively,L is the mixing length,and
6TR is an appropriatefactoraccountingfor the transitionfrom laminarto tur-
bulent flow. The mixing lengthL is given by
i L = K9 [l - exp (-9/A)] (16)
where K is the von Karman parametertaken to be a constantwith a recommended
value of
_: : 0..40 (17)
and A is definedby
i
A : A+.f (18)
b






and is presentedin Reference(1). The parameterA+ is the van Dri.estdamping
factorwhich is taken to be a constantwith a recommendedvalue of
A+ = 26.0 (19)
!_ The outer regioneddy viscosityis given by the velocitydefectrelation
JO" "2'I/2 (u2 +_2)I/2]dy} (20)
Cxo = aTR_ [ (u_ + We_..........
where the subscripte denotesthe boundarylayer'edge conditions,and _ is
taken to be a constantwith a recommendedvalue of
: 0.0168 ....... (21)
1
With the streamwisemomentumequationeddy viscosityCx definedby the above
relations,the cross-flowmomentumequationeddy viscositycz is definedby
Cz _ XEx (22) 1
where X is a constant. For isotropicturbulence,_ takes the value
_,= l.O (23)
,: The turbulent eddy thermal conductivity ¢o...iS....g,!ven..by.................................................................................
t
¢0 t_prt (24)
IIL _ - . • , ,...... , . -._ _.: _ ...........................
where Prt is the turbulentPrandtlnumberwhich is assumedto be a constantin
the analysis,and _ isdefinedby
2 2_I/2 (25)
_: : [_X + _Z J
The tliree-dimensionalturbulencemodel is definedby enteringthe following
parameters.
APLUS A positivereal variabledenotingthe van Driestdampingfactorin
equation(!8). The defaultand recommendedvalue of APLUS is 26.0.
XKAPPA ......A positivereal variabledenotingthe von Karmanparameterin equa-
tion (16). The defaultand recommendedvalue of XKAPPA is 0.40.
_ )(ALPHA A positivereal variabledenotingthe constant_.in equation(20)............
The defaultand recommendedvalue of XALPHAis 0.0168.
PRT A positivereal variabledenotingthe turbulentPrandtlnumber in
equation (24). The defaultand recommendedvalue of PRT is 0.90.
TFACTR A positivereal variabledenotingthe constant),in equation(22).
The defaultand recommended..valueof TFACTRis l.O. !
i In additionto the above parameters,two other input parametersare employedin the turbulencemode] of the Adams algorithmwhich is usedto internallygener- 1ate the forebodjK/centerbodybound rylayer initialdata (KBLIDA= 1 pecifiedin
namelistLIST6). The user shouldconsultReference(5) for furtherdiscussionof I
i twotheseparameters. In general,the programis executed,by retainingthefollowingparameterst th ir d f ul values. !
AKLM A positivereal variableused in the Adams algorithmturbulencemode]
[see Reference(5) for-discussion].The defaultand recommended
value for.AKLM is 0.435.
ALAM. A positivereal variableused in the Adams algorithmturbulencemodel ...........
[see Reference(5) for discussion]. The defaultand recommended
I value for ALAM iS 0.09.
A numberof modelshave been incorporatedintothe computerprogramfor de-
terminingthe transitionparameter._TRin equations(15)and (20). The.transition
mode]s inc]ude:
Model No. 1: An in._tantaneoustransitionmodel with fully turbu]entflow
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_TR = 0.0 (R < RT) (26)
6TR : 1.0 (_ _ RT) (27)
Model No. 2: An instantaneoustransitionmodel with fully turbulentflow
being specifiedas occuri.ngat a criticalReynoldsnumberReT where the Reynolds
numberRe is given by
PeUex (28)
Re---=-)Je
with Pe, Ue' and _o.beingthe boundarylayer edge.density,streamwise_velocity,
and dynamiclamina_viscosity,respectively=_.The transitionparameter6TR is
calculatedfrom
6TR = 0.0 (Re < ReT) (29) __
i aTR = l.O (Re & ReT) (30)
Model No. 3: A progressivetransitionmodel with the onset of transitional
flow occuringat RTI and with the onset of fullyturbulentflow ocCuringat RT2.
The transitionparameter6TR is calculatedfrom
....6TR = 0.0 (R < RTI) (31)
_TR = l.O (R > RT2) (32)
R - XT1
,. _STD=






where-Ris the local value..o.fthe boundarylayer streamwisecurvillnearcoordi-
nate.
Model No_ 4: A progressivetransitionmodel with the onset Of transitional
flow oCcuringat the ReynoldsnumberRe_l and with the onset of fully turbulent
flow occuring at ReT2. The transitional parameter _TR is calculated from
i
I 6TR.: 0.0 (Re <__ReTI) (.34)
_TR 1.0 (Re > ) (35)
- ReT2 _
Re - ReT1
_TR = (ReTl _ Re <__ReT2) (36)
ReT2.- ReTl ......
where Re is definedby equation (28).
Model No. 5: A.progressivetransitionmodel using the Dhawanand Narasimha
formulation(8). In this model the onset of transitionalflow is specifiedas
occuringat RTI and it is assumedthat fully turbulentflow occurs at R _ 2RTI.
The transitionparameter6TR is calculatedfrom
aTR = 0.0 (x < XT_1..)' (37)
6TR : l.O- exp _3.6097[RR-_--1.0121 (x > RTI) (38)I_ T1 -
The transitionmodels are specifiedby enteringthe followingone-dimensional
and two-dimensionalarrays. For each array,K= l and K = 2 denotethe forebody/
centerbodyand cowl boundarylayers,respectively. For the two-dimensional
arrays,the index IB denotesthe IBth circumferentialstation (see Figure6).
ITRANM A one-dimensionalintegervariablearray consistinqof twoelements.
ITRANM(1)and ITRANM(2)denote the transitionmodels to be used in
the forebody/centerbodyand cowl boundarylayer computations, i
respectively. ITRANM(K)can have valuesof.l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 cor- i
respondingto the aforementionedtransitionmodels. Default values
of 5 are specifiedfor both elementsof ITRANM. i
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IXT A two-dimensionalreal variablearray dimensionedat (16,2),
XT (IB,K) (IB - I, ..., MBLAY) denotesthe transitiondistance
_T for the IBth circumferentialstationas describedin Model)I and must bTentered only if ITRANM(K): I. No default
valuesare specifiedfor-theelementsOf XT.
RET A One-dimensiOnalreal variablearray consistingof two elements.............
The RET array must be enteredonly if ITRANM(K)= 2 is specified
.," in this namelist. The elementsof RET specifythe Reynoldsnumber
[definedby equation (28)] at which the flow transitionsinstanta_
neouslyfrom laminarto turbulent. RET(1)and RET(2)designate
the transitionReynoldsnumbersfor the forebody/Centerbodyand
cowl, respectively. RET(2)must be enteredonly if the cowl
boundarylayer is to be calculated. NO defaultvaluesare speci-
fied for the elementsof RET.
XTI A two-dimensionalreal variablearray dimensionedat (16,2).
i _. XTI !IB, K) (IB = I, ..., MBLAY)denotesthe transitiondistance
_.- (R_,) for the IBth circumferentialstationas describedin Model
3 and 5, and'-mustbe enteredonly if ITRANM(K)= 3 or 5.......No
"+ defaultvalues are specifiedfor the elementsof XTI.
XT2 A two-dimensional,real variablearray dimensionedat (16, 2).
+,. XT2.(IB,K) (IB = l, ..., MBLAY)denotesthe transitiondistance
(RTg)for the IBth circumferentialstationas describedin _.
Mo_+l No. 3, andm--ustbe enteredonly if ITRANM(K)* 3. No
defaultvaluesare specifiedfor the .elementsof XT2.
RETI A one-dimensionalreal variable..arrayconsistingof two elements. The
RETI array must be enteredonly if ITRANM(K)::4 is specifiedin this
namelist. The elementsof RETI specifythe Reynoldsnumber [defined.
by equation (28)]at which the onset of transitionalflow occurs.
RETI(1)and RETI(2)specifythe transitionalflow onset Reynolds
number for the forebody/centerbodyand cowl, respectively. RETI(2)
must be.speci.fiedonly if the cowl boundarylayer is to be calculated.
No defaultvaluesare specified.forthe elementsof RETI.......
RET2.....................A one-dimensionalreal variablearray consistingof two elements. The
RET2 array must be enteredonly if ITRANM(K)=.4 is specifiedin this
namelist. The elementsof RET2 specifythe Reynoldsnumber [defined
by equation (28)]at which the onset of fully turbulentflew occurs.
RET2('I)and REI2(2)specifythe fullyturbulentflow onset Reynolds
number for the forebody/centerbodyand cowl_,respectively. RET2(2)
must be Specifiedonly if the cowl boundarylayer is to be calculated.






The parameZers entered i l_ namelist LISTIO specify the variou_ convergence
tolerances and iteration limits used in the numerical integration, All para-
meters in thi_ namelist have specified default values. In general, the program ...............
is. executed_without Changing the values of any of the parameters in this name-
list.
SAFEIN A positive real variable denoting the ratio of the axial marching
step taken to the axial marchingstep allowedby the Courant- 1iFriedrichs-Lewy(CFL)stabilitycriterion. This variableis used
to determine,the axial positionof both the firstSolutionplane in
the forebodyflow field integration[KCALL(1)=l.]andthe first
solutionplane in the internalflow field integrationin which
shock waves are not discretelyfitted [KCALL(3)= l]. Ensuingsolu-
tion planesfor these integrationoptionshave their axial,locations
adjustedin accordwith an internallycomputedvalue of SAFEIN.
For the internalflow field integrationoptionin which shock waves
are discretelyfitted [KCALL(2)= l], the axial positionof each
solutionplane (exceptin the vicinityof a shock wave reflection)
is controlledby the input value of SAFEIN. The specifiedvalue of
SAFEINmust be positive,and must be less than l.O to satisfythe
CFL stabilitycriterion. The defaultand recommendedvalue of
SAFEIN_is0.975.
CRIT A one-dimensionalreal variablearray consistingof 18 elements.
Eachelementof CRIT specifiesa .convergencetoleranceor other
parameter. The elements_ofCRIT have the followingdefinitions
and defaultvalues. II
CRIT(1) A positivereal variabledenotingthe tolerance,in either feet or
meters,used to determineif a user suppliedinitial-valueplane i
data point is sufficientlyclo._eto a plane of symmetrywhen the
data point•is supposedto lie ,,lthe plane of symmetry. CRIT(1)is.
also used to determineif a user suppliedinitial-valueplane data
point is sufficientlyclose to the solid boundarywhen that point
is supposedto lie on the solid boundary. A defaultvalue.ofO.l
ft (or O.Im) is specifiedforCRIT(1).
i CRIT(2) A positivereal variabledenotingthe.relativetoleranceused intesting for a ossof significa cein IBM librarysubroutineGELG ....
, (GELG is used to solve a systemofSimultaneous linearequations).
I A defaultvalue of I0-7 is speCifiedfor CRIT(2).
i
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CRIT(3) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
testingfor convergencein the 'internalgenerationOf the initia.l-
value plane flow propertyfield. A defaultvalue of lO-4 is
specifiedfor CRIT(3).
CRIT(4) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
testingfor convergenceof all three coordinatesin the iterative
schemeemployedin computinga streamline-surfaceintersectionor
a bicharacteristic-surfaceintersectinn.A defaultvalue of lO-5
is specifiedfor CRIT(4).
CRIT(5) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
testingfor the convergenceof the five flow propertiesu, v, w,
P, and p in subroutineS_LVE. A default...valueof lO-4 is specified
for CRIT(5).
CRIT(6) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
testingfor the convergenceof the staticpressurein subroutine
SH_CK. Convergenceis attainedin the local iterationloop if
IP(2)-P*(2){/P(2)<CRIT(6)
where P(2) is the solutionpoint pressureobtainedfrom the local
Hugoniotrelations,and P*(2) is the pressureobtainedfrom the
i wave surfacecompatibilityrelation. A defaultvalue of lO-4 isspecifiedfor CRIT(6).
CRIT(7) A positivereal variabledenotingthe mass flow rate ratio at
which the maximumnumberof radialstations,allowedin the fore-
body flow field computationis changedfrom JLIMIT(])to JLIMIT(2).
The mass flow rate ratio is the mass flow rate at a given fore-
body flow field solutionplane dividedby the estimatedmass flow
rateat the axial stationcorrespondingto XEND(1). A default
value o.f0.5 is specifiedfor CRIT(7).
CRIT(8) A positivereal variableused as a multiplierof the mass flow
ratiowhich is employedin determiningwhethen-ornot point
additionis to be performedon a solutionplane in the forebody
flow field integration. The mass flow rate ratio is the mass flow
rate at the solutionplane just computeddividedby that at the
last solutionplanewhere point additionor deletionwas performed.
A defaultvalue Of l.O is speclfiedfor CRIT(8).
CRIi_(9) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
routineLINK31 for determiningwhen the angle _ calculatedin the
globalCorrectionfor the bow shockwave pointshas converged_.A
defaultValue of lO-4..iSspecifiedfor CRIT(9).
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CRIT(IO) A positivereal variableused in routineLINK31for determiningi.f
a sufficientnumber.ofshock wave.solutionpointshave convergedin
globalcorrection. Convergenceis attained,when...............................
)I/IST@P> CRIT(IO)
where M is the numberof shock wave solutionpointswhich have
convergedin globalcorrection,and IST@Pis the number of cir-
cumferentialstationsin the computedsector. A defaultvalue
of 0.8 is specifiedfor CRIT(IO).
CRIT(II) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused in
subroutineBSH)CKfor determiningif the velocitycomponentdown-
streamof the shock wave and normalto the surfaceof the solid
boundaryhas convergedto a specifiedvalue. Adefault value of
lO-z is specifiedfor CRIT(II),.
CRIT(12) A positivereal variableused in routineLIrCK32for determiningif
another_solutionplane is to beinsertedbetweenthe last solution
plane and the intersectionofthe incidentinternalshockwave with
the solid boundary. Anothersolutionplane is insertedif
i ax/aXcFL > CRIT(12)
where ax is the axial (x) distancebetweenthe last computedplane
and the nearestpoint on the space curve definedby the intersec-
tion of the incidentinteranlshock wave with solid boundary,and
AxCFL is the axial step allowedby the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy(CFL)
stabilitycriterion° A.defaultva]ue of 0.2,.is.pecifiedfor CRIT(12).
CRIT(13) Not presentlyemployed,
CRIT(14) A posi.tivereal variableused in,subroutinePENTRE for determining
if a streamline-shockwave intersectionpoint is sufficientlyclose
to the currentsolutionplane,so that an interiorpoint unitprocess
on the downstreamside ofthe shockwave is not performed. Instead, _.
a streamlineprojectiononto the solutionplane and subsequentflow
propertyinterpolationin this plane is performed. The application
Of the interiorpoint unit processis not performedif
(xs - Xint)/AXcFL < CRIT(14)
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where xs is the axial positionof the solutionplane,Xint is the _
axial locationof the streamline,shockwave intersectioh-point,,and _
AxcFL is the axial marchingstep allowed.bythe Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy stabilitycriterion. A defBultvalue of 0.4 is specifiedfor
CRIT(14).
CRIT(15) A positivereal variableused in.subroutineSTRSHKfo_ determining
if convergencehas been obtainedin calculatingtheintersection _ ..
point of a body streamlinewith the space curve definedby the
intersectionof the incidentinternalshockwave with a solid
boundary• Convergenceis attainedwhen
lOi+l.-OiI <_CRIT(15)
where ei is the polar angle of the intersectionpoint on the ith
iteration,and Oi+l is the polar angle on the (_+l)th iteration.
A defaultvalue of lO-_ radiansis specifiedfor CRI_I5). _
CRIT(16) A positivereal variableused in subroutineINTSCTfor determining •
if convergencehas been obtainedin calculatingthe intersection _
point of a bicharacteristicwith eithera solid boundaryor a shock ._
wave, or the intersectionpoint of a streamlinew.ith.a_hockwave.
Convergenceis attainedwhen
IR1 - Rsl < CRIT(16)
where Rl is the radiusof the intersectionpointobtainedby inte-
gratingthe equationfor a streamlineor bicharacterlstic,and Rs
is the intersectionpoint radiusobtainedfrom the shock wave or
boundarysurfaCeformulations. A defaultvalue of lO-4 ft (or
IO_-4m)is specifiedfor CRIT.(16)
CRIT(17) A positivereal variabledenotingthe relativetoleranceused insubroutinesABLSLNand GBLSLNto test forconvergence of the w_ll _
boundarystreamwiSevelocitynormal derivativein the boundarylayer
implicitfinitedifferencealgorithm, A defaultvalue of I0-2 is
specified_or CRIT(17). !
CRIT(18) A positivereal variabledenoting,the toleranceused in subroutine
SBLINTto test for convergenceof the continuity,streamwiSemomen- . ... 3
rum, and cro_-flow momentumequationsin the shock.wave-boundary




ITEND A one-dimensionalintegervariablearray consistingof 8 elements.
Eacl_e_lementof ITEND specifiesa limit to the numberof iterations
permissiblein a given iterationloop. The elementsof ITENDhave
the followingdefinitionsand defaultvalues.
ITEND(1) A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe maximumnumber of inner•
interations,permissiblein determiningthe intersectioncoordinates
of eithera streamlinewith a surface,o.ra bicharacter.isticwith a
surface. ITEND(1)is used in conjunctionwith C_IT(4)........A default
value of._lOis specifiedfor ITEND(1).
ITEND(2) A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe maximumnumberof Outer
iterationspermissiblein obtainingthe five flow propertiesu, v,
w, P, and p in all unit processesexceptthe shock wave-solidboundary
point unit process.....A defaultvalue of lO is specified.forITEND(2).
ITEND(3) I_otpresentlyemployed.
ITEND(4) A positlveintegervariabledenotingthe maximumnumber of iterations
permissiblein the relaxationof the velocitycomponentnormal,tothe
solid boundaryand downstreamof the reflected(cowllip) shock wave
in the shock wave-solidboundarypoint unit.process(subroutine ......
BSH(_CK).A defaultvalue of 20 is specifiedfor ITEND(4).
ITEND(5) Not presentlyemp,!.oyed.
ITEND(6) A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe maximumnumberof permissible
I subiterationsin determiningthe intersectionpointof a line segmentwith a given three-dimensionalsurface(subroutineINTSCT). A de-faul_ value of lO is specifiedfor ITEND(6).
i ITEND(7) A positiveintegervariabledenotingthe maximumnumberof itera-
tions permissiblein obtainingconvergencefor the wall boundary
normalderivativeof the streamwisevelocityin.the boundarylayer
implicitfinitedifferencealgorithm. ITEND(?.)is used in conjunc- ]tion with CRIT(17)......A default_:a].ueofIOis specifiedfor ITEND(7). l
ITEND(8) A positiveintegervariab'ledenotingthe maximumnumberof iterations
permicsiblein obtainingconvergencefor the continui.ty,streamwise !
momentum,and cross-flowmomentumequationsin the integral.shock
wave-boundarylayer interactionanalysis. ITEND(.8)is used in ..........................!
conjunction.withCRIT(18). A defaultvalue of 15 is specifiedfor
ITEND(8).
13. NAMELISTLISTII
The parametersenteredin namelistLISTIIspeCifyif debug Output is to
be pripted. !
KDUMP...................A one-dimensionalintegervariablearray consistingof 9 elements.
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Each element of KDUMP specifies whether Or not a particular-compu-
tational process is.to have debug output printed. Specifying
KDUMP(1) = 1 (I:l to 9) activates the debuB,output option for the
corresponding process. SpeCifying KDUMP(1) : 0 causes no debug
output tO be prin_ed for the Corresponding process. The elements
Of KDUMP activate the debug output option for the following processes
and have the_following default values•
KDUMP(1) Activates Debu.qOutput for Default Value
• KDUMP(1) supersonic flow interior O
point scheme
KDUMP(2) supersonic flow solid body 0
point scheme
KDUMP(3) supersonic flow field-shock 0
wave point scheme
KDUMP(4] supersonic flow solid body- 0
shock wave point scheme
KDUMP(5) boundary layer initial data O
generation schemes
KDUMP(6) interpolation scheme for O
boundary layer edge conditions
KDUMP(7) plane of symmetry finite dif- O
ference-boundary layer scheme
KDUMP(8) three-dimenSional finite dif- 0
ference boundary layer scheme
KDUr.IP(_9). shock wave-boundary layer 0
i interaction region scheme _
ISTART A positive integer variable denoting,the solution plane number at
which debug output is to be initiated. A default value of l is
specified for ISTAR?.
14.....FORMATTED READ OF THE INITIAL-VALUE FLOWPROPERTY FIELDS
The user supplied supersonic fl.owinitial data are entered by a formatted
read of.file ITAPI after all eleven namelists have been .input. To enter the
supersonic,flow initial data_by tabular input, KIVS = 0 must be specified in
namelist LIST2. The.default value for ITAPI is 5 (the input file). The super-
sonic flow initial-value plane may be.read from TAPEIO by specifying ITAPI.=
IO in namelist LIST2. TAPEIO is linked to the dummy file IVSI in the PROGRAM
card.
The index limits for the supersonic flow initial-value plane, IST_)Pand
JMAXl, are entered in namelist LIST3. The initial-value plane point networks
for the four flow symmetry options are illustrated in Figure.3..
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with .the format (4E20.13/3E20.13). The parameters in the formatted read state-
ment have the following definitions (see-Figure 3).
I .... An integer denoting the circumferential index of the data point.
J An integer denoting the radial.index of the data point.
Y A two-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the y-position, in either feet or meters, of point (l,J). The Y
array is dimensioned at (3_0,15), No default values are specified
for the elements of Y.
Z A two-dimensional real variable array, each element of which de-
notes the z-position, in either feet or meters, of point (I,j).
The Z array is dimensioned at (30,15). No default values are speci-
fied for the elements of Z.
U A two-dimensional real variable array, eaCh element of which de-
notes the.x-component of velocity, in either (ft/sec) or (m/s), at
point (I,J). The U array is dimensioned at (30,15). No default
values are spe.Cifiedfor the elements of U. "
V A two-dimensional real variable array, each element of whiCh denotes ....
the y-component of velocity, in either (ft/sec) or (m/s), at point
(I,J). The V array is dimensioned at (30,15). NO default values
are specified for the elements of_V.
i W A two-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotesthe z-component of the velocity, in either (ft/sec) or (m/s), at
point (I,J). The W array is dimensioned at (30,15)....No default_
values are specified for the elements of W.
P A two-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the pressure, in either.(Ibf/ft2) or (N/m2), at point (I,J). The
P array is dimensioned at (30,15). No default values are Specified
for the .elements Of P.
RIB A two-dimensional real variable,array, each element of.whiCh denotes
the density, in either (slug/ft3))or (kg/m3), at point (l,J). The.RI_array is d mensioned at (30,15 . NO default values are specifled
for_the elements of RIB.
11
In all Cases, the supersonic flow_initial-value plane data points with J = 1
-- I must lie (to a.Close approxiinatiOn)on the surface of the forebody/centerbody.
The supersonic flow initial-value plane data paints with J = JMAXI correspond to
the downstream bow shock wave points. If only the internal flowiS tO be-computed,
the initial-value plane is located at the cowl.lip axial station. It is suf.fi-
cient to specify the flow property field, in this case, to a point just outside
of the Cowl lip. If the bow shock wave radius is less than tIiatof the cowl
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lip,the executionis aborted.
For the case of no planesof flow symmetry(KSYM = 0), the computedsector
is the entire solutionplane correspondingto IST_ circumferentialstations
and JMAXI radialstations [see Figure3(a)]. For the case of one plane of flow
symmetry(KSYM = l), the computedsectoris the half-planeboundedby they-axis
and containingthe +z-axis__[seeFigure3(b)]. In this case, the data points
with I = l must lie on the +y-axis,and the data pointswith I = IST)Pmust lie
on the -y-axis. For the case of two planesof flow symmetry(KSYM = 2), the com-
. puted sectoris the quadrantboundedby the +y-axisand the +z-axis[see Figure
3(C)]. In thiscase, the data pointswith I = l must lie on the +y-axis,and ....
the data pointswith I = IST_P must lie on the +z-axis. For the axisymmetric
flow case (KSYM = 3), thecomputed sectoris limitedto the singlecircumferen-
tial stationlying on the +y-axis[see Figure3(d)]. In this case, the data Ii
pointswith I = l must lie on the +y-axis. (IIf the forebodysupersonicflow field is not being calculated[KCALL(1)= 0],
or if it is being computedand the bow shock wave is conical(KC_N= l), then the
followingshock wave angle input parametersdo not have to be entered. If, how-
ever, the forebody_low field is to be calculated[KCALL(1)= l] and the bow shock
wave is not conical(KC_N= 0), then the angle subtendedby the bow shock wave
and the x-axis in the meridionalplane definedby the shock wave point for each
shock wave point in the computedsectormust be enteredby the foramttedread
statement.
READ (ITAPI,II2)(BETA(1),I=I,IST_P)
i with the format (E20.13). The parametersin the formattedread statementhave
the followingdefinitions(see Figure3).
I An integerdenotingthe circumferentialindexof the initial-value
plane shock wave.point.
BETA A one-dimensionalreal variablearray (dimensionedat 30), each
elementof which denotesthe angle, in radianS,subtendedby the
bow shock wave and the x-axis in the meridionalplane definedby
the correspondinginitlal-valueplane downstreamshock wave point.
Each elementof BETA must be positive. No defaultvaluesare
specifiedfor the elementsof BETA.
The followingparametersmust_beenteredonly if the boundarylayer compu-
tation is to be performed.(KBLAY= l specifiedin namelistLISTI).
The user-suppliedforebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata are.entered
by a formattedreadof file ITAP2 after all elevennamelistshave,beeninput and |]
after the supersonicflow initialdata have been input if that data was externally






input, KBLIDA = 0 must be specified in namelist LIST6. The default value for
ITAP2is 5(the input file). The forebody/Centerbody boundary layer initial
data may be read from TAPE11by specifying ITAP2 = II in namelist LIST6. TAPE11.....
is linkedto the dummy file IVS2 in the PROGRAMcard... I
The index limits for the forebody/centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata,,
MBLAY.and NINA, are entered-innamelistLIST6. The boundary..]ayerpoint networks--
are illustratedin Figure6. 1






with the formats(4E20.13/E20.13)and (4E20.13/4E20.13),respectively. The para-_
I meters in the formattedread statementshave the followingdefinitions(see Figure
6).
IB An integerdenotingthe circumferentialindex of the data.point..
JB An integerdenotingthe radial (or boundarylayer normal) indexof
the solutionpoint.
ZZ A one-dimensionalreal variablearray,each elementof which denotes
the circumferentialangle, in radians,of the IBth circumferential
Station. The ZZ array is dimensionedat (16). No defaultvalues
are specifiedfor the elementsof ZZ.
I FA A two-dimenSionalreal variablearray,each.elementof which denotes.the distance,in either feet or meters,betweenpoint (IB,JB)and
the Surfaceas measuredalong the surfacenormal passingthrough
point (IB,JB). The FA array is dimensionedat (16,20). No default
values are specifiedfor the elementsof FA.
UA A two-dimens_onalreal variablearray,each elementof-whichdenotes
I the boundarylayer streamwise(x) componentof velocity,in either ........................
' (ft/sec)or (m/s),at point (IB,JB). The.UAarray is dimensioned
_' at (16,20). No defaultvalues,are,specifiedfor the elementsof UA.
WA A two-dimensionalreal variablearray,each elementof which denotes ....
the boundarylayercross flow (z) componentOf.velocity,in either
(ft/sec)Or (m/s),at point (IB,JB). The WA is dimensionedat (16,20).
No defaultvalues are specifiedfor the.elementSof WA.
XLAMDA A two-dimenSionalreal-variablearray.,each elementOf which denotes.
the density.,in either (Slug/ft3) or (kg/m3),at point (IB,JB). The
XLAMDA array is dimensionedat (16,20). No defaultvaluesare speci-
i fled_forthe elementsof XLAMDA.
i
UEA A One-dimensiOnalreal variable_array,each elementof which denOtes
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!the boundary layer edge streamwise (i) component of veloCity, in
either.(ft/sec) or (m/sec), at the IBth circumferential,station.
The UEA array is dimensioned at (16). No default values are speci-
fied for the el.ementsof UEA.
WEA A one-dimensional real variable arra_( each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge cross flow (zi component Of velocity, in either
(ft/seC) Or (m/sec), at the IBt_hhcircumferential station. The WEA
array is dimensioned at (16). No default values are specified for_
the elements of £1EA.
• PEA A one-dimenSional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge pressure, in either (Ibf/ft2) or (N/m2), at
the IBth circumferential station. The PEA array is dimensioned,at
(16). -No default values are specified.for the elements of PEA.
R_EA A one-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge density, in either (slug/ft3) or (kg/m3),
at the IBth circumferential station. The R_EA array is dimensioned
I_ at (16). I_'--6default values are specified for the elements of R_EA.
DUDXA A one-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge derivative of the streamwise velocity compo-
nent (Ue) with respect to the streamwise curvilinear coordinate (x)
at the IBt_h_hcircumferential station. The units for DUDXA are.(Sec-Z).
The DUDXA array is dimensioned at (16). No default values are speci-
fied for the elements of DUDXA.
DWDXA A one-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge derivative of the cross flow velocity compo-
nent (We) with reSpeCt to the streamwise curvilinear coordinate (R)
at the IB.th circumferential station. The units for DWDXA are (sec-l).
The DWDXA a_ray is dimensioned at (16). No default values are speci-
fied for the elements of DWDXA.
DPDXA A one-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge derivative of the static pressure (Pe) with.
respect to the streamwise curvilinear coordinate (R) at the IBth
circumferential station.The units for DPDXA are either (Ibf/ft3T)'or
(N/m3). The DPDXA array is dimensioned at (16). No default values
are specified for the elements of DPDXA.
_ DRDXA A one-dimensional real variable array, each element of which denotes
the boundary layer edge derivative of the density (pe) with respect I
to the streamwise curvilinear coordiante (x) at the IBth circumfer- I
ential station. The units for DRDXA are either (slug/f_)or (kg/m4).
• The DRDXA array is dimensioned at (16). _'odefault values are Speci:
fied for the elements of DRDXA.
The user-supplied cowl boundary layer initial data are entered by a formatted
read of file ITAP3.after all eleven namelists have been input and after the Super-
sonic flow and forebody/centerbOdy boundary layer flow initial data have been input
if they are externally generated. To enter the cowl boundary layer initial data
by tabular input, KBLIDB = 0 must be Specified in namelist LIST6. The default
value for'iTAP3 is 5 (the input file). The Cowl boundary layer initial data may
be read from TAPE12by specifyingITAP3 : 12 in namelistLIST6. ?APE12 is
linkedtO the dummy file IVS3 in the PROGRAMcard.
The index limitsfor the cowl boundarylayer initialdata, MBLAY and NINB,
are enteredin namelistLIST6. The boundarylayer pointnetworksare illuStrated
in Figure6. I
The cowl boundarylayer initialdata are enteredby the formattedread stat_,
ments " 1
READ (ITAP3,113)((ZZ(IB),FA(IB,JB),UA(IB,JB),WA(IB,JB),XLAMDA(IB,JB),
JB=I ,NINB),IB=I ,MBLAY) ii
READ(!TAP3,114) (UEA (IB),WEA(I_,PEA(IB),R_EA(IB),DUDXA(IB),DWDXA(IB),
DPDXA(IB),DRDXA(IB),IB=I,MBLAY)
with the same formats and parameter definitions as presented before for the
forebody/centerbody boundary layer initial data formatted read.
In all cases, the boundary layer initial data points with JB = 1 must lie
(to a close approximation) on the appropriate body surface. For the case of
one plane of flow symmetry (KSYM: I), the initial data points with IB : 1 must




The initialportionof the computeroutput comprisespreliminaryinfor- _
marion. This preliminaryoutput consistsof informationidentifyingthe
problembeing considered,the specifiedcomputationoptions,the flow symmetry
option,the thermodynamicmodel and the moleculartransportproperties,the i
vehicleorientationand the free-streamconditions,certainindex parameters,
the contoursof the centerbodyand the cowl, and the convergencetolerances
and the iterationlimits. The initial-valueplane is then printed. Alter- i
• natively,if a programrestartis specified,the last solutionplane wr.itten
on the restartfile is printed. Each solutionplane is then printedin a
formatsimilarto the initial-valueplane printout. Ihe supersoniccore•flow
solutionis printedfirst,followedby the forebody/centerbodyand cowl
boundarylayer solutions. Additionally,the redistributeddata plane at the
cowl lip axial stationis printedif the internalflow integrationoption is
specified. Moreover,for the internalflow field computation,the solution 1
points are printedwhich lie along the space curvesdefinedby the intersection
i of the in_ernalshock wave with the solid boundaries.
i 2. SUPERSONICCORE FLOW SOLUTIONOUTPUT
The supersoniccore f'lowsolutionoutputparameterslistedon the computer
printoutare definedbelow. !
I circumferentialindex of the solutionpoint
J radialindex of the solutionpoint '
X axial positionof the solutionplane or the solutionpoint, (ft) or (m)
! Y y-position,(ft)or (m)i
I
Z z-position,(ft) or (m)
I M Bach number
Q velocitymagnitude,(ft/sec)or (m/sec) •





U x-componentof velocity,(ft/sec)or (i_/sec)
V y-componentof velocity,(ft/sec)or (m/sec)
W z-componentof velocity,(ft/sec)or (m/sec)
PT Stagnationpressure,(Ibf/ft2) or (N/m2)
TT stagnationtemperature,(.R)or (K)
ITG number of globalcorrectorapplications
ITL numberof local iterations
Streamlinesolutionpointshave both I and J indiceswhich are numbers.
An upstreamshock wave solutionpoint is d.=.notedby a numericalI index,and
the J index is U. A downstreamshock wave solutionpoint is denotedby a
numericalI index.andthe J index is D.
For the externalflow field about the forebody,the body streamline
solutionpointsare denotedby J = I. The outer bound to the computational
flow regimeis definedby the locus of downstreamshock wave solutionpoints,
pointswith J = D. Since periodicpoint additionand deletionare performed
in the externalflow tield integration,continuousstreamlinesthroughout
the computational.flowregime are.notavailable. Insertedsolutionpoints
are noted by ITG =.ITL = O.
For the continuousinternal.flowfield integrationoption,the body
streamlinepoints on the surfaceof the centerbodyare denotedby J =-l, and
the body streamlinepointson the.surfaceof the cowl are denotedJ = JINLET.
The solutionis found on the continuousstreamlineswhich pass throughthe I
redistributedpointson the solution.planeat the cowl lip axial station. I
1
For the internalflow field integrationoptionin which shock waves are ......
discretelyfitted,the body streamline,points on the surfaceof the center-
body are denotedby J = I. The body streamlinepointson the surfaceof the
cowl are denotedby J = (JINLET- 2). The shock wave solutionpoints float
in the storagearrays as the internalshock wave travelsbetween,the center-
body and the Cowl on successivesolutionplanes. The streamlinepoints
betweenthe upstreamside solid boundary (eithercenterbodyor cowl) and the
upstreamShock wave points on a given solutionplane lie in the upstreamflow
field sector on that solutionplane. In a likemanner,streamline,points
which lie betweenthe other solid boundaryand the downstreamshock wave
points on a given solution,plane lie in.thedownstreamflow field Sectoron
that solutionplane. A reversalof the upstreamand downstreamsectorsoccurs
at an internalshock wave-Solidboundaryintersection. It should be noted
that.continuousstreamlinesare fOllOwedin the internalflow field integra-
tiOn__
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Tlie-tntersection of tlle. incident internal shock wave with a solid hound-
ary at a sllOck wave-solid-boundary intersection defines a sp;:ce curve. The
solution is found on both the upstream and downstream sides of both the in _
cident and reflected Shock wav(_.Sat points on-this space curve ....
i At the end of a solutionplane printout,the Courantnumber and the
x-step regulationparametersare-pr.inted.?he.Courantnumberis the ratio
of the axial step taken tO the axial step allowedby the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy stabilitycriterion(basedon i_mmdiateneighborsin the interpolation
• fit.pointstencils). The Courantnumberlisted is that used in obtaining
the solutionplane-thatwas just printed, Likewise,the x-step regulation
parametersrefer to the solutiOnplane that was just printed.
3. BOUNDARYLAYERFLOWSOLUTIONOUTPUT......
I" The boundary_ayer flow solutionoutput parameterslistedon the computer• printout are-defined below ........
I , cicrumferential index of the solution point
J radial index of the solution point ii
X axial positionof the correspondingsupersoniccore flow Solution I
currentboundarylayer solutionsurface,(ft)or (m) Iplane
for._the
XC streamwisecurvilinearcoOrdinate(R) of the boundarylayer Solution
surface(for the forebody/centerbody.,XC=O.Ocorrespondsto the fore- I
body tip; for the cowl, XC=O.Ocorrespondsto the cowl lip), (ft) or
!
(m)
Y distancemeasurednormalto the.wall, (ft) qr (m)
Z pOlar angle (seeFigure 6), (Z:O.O°correspondsto the windward
L meridian; Z=I80.O° corresponds to the leeward meridian), (degrees)
I M Macn number ...
I
Q velocity magnitude, (ft/seC) o_m....(m/sec)
P pressure, (Ibf/ft2) or (N/n]2) ........
R__ del_sity,(slug/ft3)or (kg/m3).
,_ T absolute temperature, (_R.)or (K) I
' Ol
_,', , . .. .. . ....... i;- .... - ......... . _ . ' :_ . _.._
U strea1_wise(_) componentof velocity,(ft/sec)or (m/sec) .._
V normal (3) c.omponentof velocity,(ft/sec)Qr (m/sec)
W cross-flow(z) componentof velocity,(ft/s_c)oL(m/sec)
PT stagnationpressure,(Ibf/ft2) or (N/m2)
TT stagnationtemperatur.,(R) or (K)
UE streamwise(x) componentof velocityat the boundarylayer edge,
(ft/sec)..or (m/sec)_.
WE cross-flow(z) componP.ntof velocityat the boundarylayer edge,
(ft/sec).or.(m/sec).
PE pressureat.theboundarylayer edge, (Ibf/ft2) or (N/m2)
R@E densityat the boundarylayer•edge,(slug/ft3) or (kg/m3)
TE absolutetemperatureat the boundarylayer edge, (R) or (K)
HTE total enthalpyat the boundarylayer,edge, (ft2/sec2).or (m2/sec2)
DUEDX first partialderivativeof the boundarylayer edge streamwise
, velocitycomponent(UE)wi.th,respectto the streamwisecurvilinear
i _, coordinate(_), (sec"I)
DWEDX first partialderivativeof the boundarylaye_edge cross-flow.
velocitycomponent(WE)with respectto the streamwisecurvilinear
coordinate(R), Csec"l)
DPEDX first partialderivativeof the boundarylayer edgepressure (PE) with
i respectto the Strean_visecurvili.nearcoordinate(R), (Ibf/ft3)..or.(N/m3)
I DR_EDX first partialderivativeof.the boundarylayer edge density(.R_}E)-I
1
with respectto the Streamwisecurvilinearcoordinate(_), (slug/ft4)
i or (kg/m4')
i DUEDZ first partialderivativeOf the boundarylayer'edge streamwisevelocityI ......








OF POOR QIJALFrY "
DWEDZ first.partialderivativeof the.boundarylayer edge cross-flowveloc1_ty
component(WE)wit_hrespectto polar angle, (ft/sec/radian)or
(m/sec/radian)_
DPEDZ first partialderivative of the boundarylayeredge-pressure(PE) ....
• with respectto polar-angle,(Ib_ft2/radian)or (N/m2/radian).
I)RI_EDZf.irstpartialderivati.v_of the boundarylayeredge density(R_E)
with respectto polar angle, (slug/ft3/radian)or (kg/m3/radian)
DTX _treamwise]_eundary...layerdisplacementthickness(atx), (ft) or(m)
DTZ cross-flOwboundarylayer_displacementhickness.(6tz),(ft) or (m}
MTX streamwiseboundarylayer momentumthickness(_mx), (ft)or..(m)
MTZ cross-flowboundary•layer momentumthickness(amz), (ft) or (m)
TWX streamwisewall shear stress component(_wx), (Ibf/ft2) Or (N/m2)
TWZ cross-flowwall shear stress component(_wz),(Ibf/ft2) or.(N/m2)
TWT. total wall shear stress (_wt),(Ibf/ft2)or (N/m2)
R_VB mass bleed flux (R_VB<Odenotesmass bleed),(slug/(ft2.sec))or
(kg/(mZ.sec))
The respectivedisplacementand momentumthicknessesare definedby:
Is"1= (l ---E_-u ) dy (39)6tx o PeUe ..
Is 1 i: (l P& ),'.}- (40)6tz o PeWe
_lllZ_" o peWe We
where u and w denote the velocitycomponentsin the boundarylayer stream-
wise (x) and cross-flow(z) directions,respectively,p denotesdensity,Y. "'
denotesthe normal coordinate,and the+..sub_cripte denotesboundarylayer.........................
edge conditions,
In all cases,solutionpointswith J = 1 correspondto the wa'llsurface, .. 4
and solutionpointswith J = NA.or J : NB correspondto the boundarylayer
edge. For the pointson planes of flow _ymn_try.,the cross-flowdisplacement_
and momentumthicknessesare_outputas 0.0 as is the crosS-flowwall shear
stress, For the initial-datasurfacesand solutionsurfacesin_nediately
downstreamof a shock wave-wallreflection,the normal componentof velocity





Four sample cases are presentedin this sectionto illustratethe applica-
tion of the Computerprogramfor calculatingthe flow field in supersonicmixed,
compressionaircraftinlets. For each of the four samplecases, a discussion
of the problemis given, the requiredinput data are presented,and selected
portionsof the computeroutput are listed. The input parameterdiscussions.._
followthe..orderin which the input parametersare presentedin SectionIV.
SampleCase No. l considersthe computationof the supersonicexternal
flow about the forebodyof a typicalmixed-compressioninlet at angle of attack.
SampleCase No. 2 is concernedwith the-computationof both the supersonicex-
ternalflow and the boundarylayer flow for the forebodygeometryconsidered
in Sample Case No. I. SampleCase No. 3 is concernedwith the computationof
the internalsupersoniccore flow for the Mach 3.5 inlet documentedin Reference
(9) at angle of attack. Sample Case No. 4 considersthe computationof both the
internalsupersoniccoreflow and the boundarylayer flow for the mixed-compres-
sion inlet consideredin Sample Cas.eNo..3.
It shouldbe noted that additionalsample casesmay be found in Reference(3).
i AlthoughReference(3) does not discussthe boundarylayercomputationalproce-dures,the discussionconcerningthe computationof the supersoniccore flow is
similarto that presentedherein. I
J
2. SAMPLECASE NO...I
This sample Case is concernedwith the computationof the supersonicexternal
flow field about the axisymmetricforebodyof a typicalmixed-compression,inlet
at incidence. The supersonicinitial-valueplane is generatedinternallyin the
programusing the Jones algorithmdescribedin SectionII. ".....................I
The data deck for Sample Case No. l is presentedin Figure8. The first
!' card of the data deck is the title card. Englishunits are used, so KUNIT iI
I retainsits defaultvalue of l in namelistLIST1. Since only the forebodyflow
field is to be computed,KCALL(2)=Ois specifiedin namelistLISTI,while
KCALL(1)and KCALL(3)retaintheir defaultvalues of l and O, respectively.
The forebodyflow integrationterminationpoint, denotedby XEND(1),is 2.0 ft, _
the defaultvalue. Since one plane of flow symmetryexists,KSYM is retained
at its defaultvalue of I. The molecular,transportterms are not to be.inciuded
in the computation,and globalcorrection,is to be performedon the bow shock




valuesof 0 and I, respectively. Mass transfereffectsare not to be included
in the computation,hence KTRANS=Ois specifiedin namelistLISTI. For this
samplecase, the boundarylayer computationwill not be performed,thus KBLAY=O
is specified. The defaultvalue of RCAVG=O.8ft is used for estimatingthe mass
flow rate downstreamof the bow shock wave at the cowl lip axial station.
KPRINT retainsits defaultvalue of l, consequentlyall solutionpointsare
printed. IPRSTPand KSTARTare both kept at their defaultvaluesof O, thus
the executionis not terminatedat a specifiedsolutionplane,nor_areany
restartfile operationsperformed.
All input parametersin namelistLIST2 except for the free stream Mach
number,MFS, retaintheir defaultvalues. Consequen*ly,the free-streampressure
PFS and the free-streamdensityR_FS have valuesof 242.2 (Ibf/ft2) and
0.0003622(slug/ft3),respectively.The free-streamMach number for this case
is 2.5.;hence MFS=2.5. PITCH and YAW retaintheir defaultvalues of l.O and
0.0 degrees,respectively. Thus, the specifiedangle of attack is l.O degree.
The axial-positionof the initial-valueplane,specifiedby the defaultvalue
F" of XI, is 1.0 ft. Since KIVS and KC_N are both I, the_initial-valueplane is
internallygeneratedand the bow shock wave is assumedto be conical(the fore,
bodyisconical)..Since KSUPERretainsits defaultvalue of 2, the supersonic
flow initialdata are generatedusing the Jones algorithmdescribedin SectionII.
The parameterITAPI is not employedsince the initial-valueplane is generatedin-
ternally(KIVS=I).
All input parametersin namelistLIST3 retaintheir defaultvalues. Conse-
quently,IST(_Pand JMAXl have valuesof 15 and II, resepctively,so that 15 cir-
cumferentialstationsare employed,and II radial stationson the initial-value
plane are specified. JLIMIT(1)and JLIMIT(2)retaintheir defaultvaluesof
IIand 15 radialstations,respeczively.
All input parametersin namelistLIST4 retaintheir defcultvalues. Thus,
the specificheat ratio and gas constant,specifiedby GAMMA and R, respectively,
have valuesof 1.4 and 1716.16116(ft-lbf)/(slug-Rl,respectively. Since the
moleculartransportterms are not includedin the computation(KVlSCY=O),the
inputparametersVIS(B,T_, B and PR are not employed.
All input parametersin namelistLIST5 retaintheir defaultvalues. The
defaultinlet geometryhas a conicalforebody/centerbodywith a cone half-angle
of lO.O degree3. The forebocLytip is locatedat x=O.O ft, and the centerbody
geometryis specifiedto x=3.5 ft. Thus, NCENT=2,KDCENT(1)=3,XCENT(1)=I.O,
XCENT(2)=3.5,and C(_NE=IO.O.The remaininginput parametersin namelist
LIST5 are not employed.
Since the boundarylayer computationis nrJtinvokedand ma:_ transfer
effectsare not to be considered(KBLAY=Oand KTRANS=Ospecifiudin namelist
LISTI),the input parametersin namelistsLIST6,LIST7,LISTS,and LIST9 do
not have to be entered.




No debug output is to be printed,hence all input parametersin namelist ...........
LISTIIretain their defaultvalues.
Selected.portionSof the computeroutput for this sample case are presented
in Figure9. The first portionof the programoutput presentsthe job title,
the specifiedcomputation options,the flow symmetryoption,the thermodynamic
model,the vehicleorientationand free-streamdata, the type of initial-value
plane,certainindex parameterS,the centerbodyand the cowl contours,and the
variousconvergencetolerancesand.iterationlimits. The next portionpresents
the internallygeneratedinitial-valueplane flow propertyfield. The final
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3. SAMPLE CASE NO• 2
This sample-case.isconcernedwith the computationof both the supersonic
external flow and.theboundarylayer flow for the forebodygeometryconsidered
in Sample CaseNo. I. Both the supersonicflow initial_dataand the boundary
layer flow initialdata are generatedinternallyin the program.
The data deck forSample Case.No.2 is preSentedin F,igu:_elO. Again,the
first card of the data deck is the title card.
NamelistLISTI for Sample Case.No• 2 is.identicalto that for Sample Case
No. l excep.tfor the value of KBLAY. Since in the presentcase, the boundary
layer is to be computed,_CBLAYis retained.atits defaultvalue of I.
NamelistsLIST2,.LIST3,.LIST4,and LIST5 for SampleCase No. 2 are identical
to those specifiedin Sample Case.No•.l.
All input parametersin namelistLIST6 retaintheir defaultvaluesexcept
for FACTORand CLENGH. As a consequence,KBLIDAand KTURB retaintheir default
valuesof l and O, respectively. Thereby,the forebodyboundarylayer initial
data are generatedinternallyand laminarflow is specified..CLENGHis specified
as 3.5 ft, the value to which the forebodygeometryis specified. The Adams
programinput parametersADY and ARATI_ are retainedattheir defaultvalues of
O.OlO and 1.0630,respectively• Since the boundarylayerinitial,data are being
internallygenerated,the input.parameterXASTRT,which denotesthe positionof
the inftialdata surface,does not have tn be enteredbut ratheris computed i
internally. Likewise,the inputparameter ITAP2 is not specified..MBLAY and i
NA are retainedat their defaultvaluesof 15 and 20, respectively. Hence, 1
15 circumferentialand 20 radialstationsare used in the forebodyboundary
layer calculation.The boundary layer-normalcoordinatestretchingfactoris ..................
i selectedas l.lO; hence.,FACTOR(1)=I.IOis specifiedin namelistLIST6. Notethat since the cowl boundarylayer computationis not invoked,._thecowl boundary
layer input parametersdo not have to bc specified.
All input parametersin namelistLIST7 retaintheir defaultvaluesexcept
forTC_NSTA. Consequently,KTYPE retainsits defaultvalue of l, which speci-
t fies that a wall temperaturerather_-thantemperaturederivativeboundarycOndi-t on will be used in the boundarylayer computation. The input parameter..
KWLTA retainsits defaultof l, hence a constantwall temperatureboJndary
condition.willbe employed. Since KWLTA is specified,the wall temperatureis
I specifiedby enteringTC_NSTA,which has been selectedas 876.7 R, the free, ...........................i
i stream stagnationtemperature. The other input parametersfor theforebody
• boundarylayer computationCDTDYCA,NTABA, XWLA,TWLA and DTDYWA)are not used 1I
b and hence are not Specified. The input parametersin namel_stLIS_T.7used for I
thecowl boundarylayer computation_re not entered..... ;
i All input parametersin namelistLIST8 retaintheir defaultvalues,thereby i
specifyinga case_with_nowall mass bleed. The input p.arameter-KDFAis left at.
its defaultvalue,of O, which speCifiesan impermeableforebody/centerbodywall. !
The Otherinput parametersin namelistLIST8 used for specificationof the fore-
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to be entered. SinCe the cowlboundary layer computationis not invoked,the...........
•"assbleed input parametersused for the cowl boundar_er need notbe
entered.
All input parametersin namelistLIST9 retaintheir defaultvaluesexcept
for XTI. Consequently,the-turbulencemodel parametersAPLUS, XKAPPA,XALPHA,
PRT, TFACTR,AKLM, and ALAM are left at their defaultvalues. Tilede.fault
transitionmodel, denotedby ITRANM(1)=5,is retrained. This transitionmodel
requiresthat the input parameterarray XTI be entered. For this samplecase,
laminarflow has been specifiedas existingoverthe entire lengthof the fore-
body. This is accomplishedby specifyingthe onsettransitionlocationfor
each circumferentialstationas being equal to 20.0 ft, hence XTl(l,l):16"20.O.
The other input parametersin namelistLIST9 do not have to be entered.
All convergencetolerancesand iterationlimitsretaintheir defaultvalues
in namelistLISTIO.
F_ No debug output is to be printed,hence all input parametersin namelist
LISTIIretaintheir defaultvalues.
Selectedportionsof the computedoutput for Sample Case No. 2 are presented
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4, SAMPLECASENO, 3
Sample Case No, 3 is concerned with the computation of. tim internal super-
sonic core flow for-theBoeing Mach 3.5 mixed-compressioninlet describedin
Reference(9). The internalsupersonicflow field is computedfor the off-design
conditionsof a free-streamMach numberof 2.5, a centerbodyfQrwardtranslation
of 0.855 ft, and an angle of incidenceof 1.0 degree. I
I
• • The data deck for Sample Case No. 3 is presentedin Figure12. Again, the
' first Card of the data deck is the title card. All input parametersin namelist
LISTI retaini:heirdefaultvaluesexcept for KCALL,XEND, KBLAY, and KTRANS. 1
Since only the internalflow field is to be computed,KCALL(1)= 0 is specified
to bypassthe forebodyflow field computation. The integrationtermination
point for the internalflow computationis x=5.05 ft, hence XEND(2)=5.05is
entered. For this sample case,neither the boundarylayer computationis to be
performednor are bleed effectsto be accountedforin the computationof the
supersonicflow; hence, KBLAY=Oand KTRANS=Oare specifiedin.namelistLISTI.
All input parametersin namelistLIST2 retaintheir,defaultvaluesexcept for
I_ MFS, XI, and KSUPER. Since the free-streamMach numberfor this sample case is 2.5;
MFS=2.5is specifiedin namelistLIST2. With the prescribed,centerbodytranslation
of 0.855 ft, the axial locationof the cowl lip, and therebyof the initial-value
plane,is x=3.715ft. Note that the origin of the coordinatesystem remainsat
the fore.bodyzip, hence a forwardcenterbodytranslationcorrespondsto a rearward
cowl translation. Consequently,XI=3.715is specifiedin namelistLIST2. For
thisexecution,the resultsof the approximateanalysisdescribedin Section II
are used for the initialdata since the forebodyis conical. Hence, the initial-
value plane flow propertyfield is internallyspecifiedby enteringKSUPER=I.
All input parametersin namelistLIST3,which specifiesthe supersonic
flow computationalmesh, areretained at their default_values.
i All parametersin namelistLIST4,which specifiesthe thermodynamicand
moleculartransportpropertymodels,retain their defaultvalues.
The contoursof the centerbodyand the cowl are specifiedinnamelist
LIST5. For this inlet,the centerbodycontourand the cowl contourare described
by equation(3) appliedto a numberof intervalson each contour. Consequently, .....
KBASE retainsits defaultvalue of O. The number,of axial stationsused for
the geometrydescriptionof the centerbodyand the cowl are II and 14,respec-
tively;hence NCENT=IIand NCI_WL=I4.Thus, the numberof intervalson the .
centerbodyand the Cowl are lO andl3,respectively. Since equation (3) is-
used tospecify the body radiusfor all intervals,KDCENT(1)=I(I=lto ll) and
_ KDC(_WL(1)--I( =lto 14). Note that except for XCENT(]I)and XCI_WLCI4),the
specificationsfor the other input parametersfor the last stationon either
', the centerbodyOr the cowl are immaterial. That is, only the XCENT and XCI_WL
arraysmust be..specified.forNCENT and NCIBWL-elements,respectively. The Other
arrays,requirethat only (NCENT-I)or (NC_WL-I)elementsbeentered. The II
_ elenlentsof the XCENT array are thus entered. Althoughnot used in the compu-
: tation,the II elementsof the RCENT a_'rayare entered,each elementbeSng 0.0..






arrays,the last.(llth)elementis arbitrarilyspecifiedas 0.0. In a like
manner, the arraysXCOWL, RC_WL,AC_WL,BC(_WL,CC_)WL,and DC_WL are entered,
FOr this case,the centerbodyhas been translatedforwardby 0.855 ft, or,
alternati.vely,the cowl has been translated,backwardby 0.855 ft. Hence,
DXTRAN:O.855is.specifiedin nameli_tLIST5. i
Since in this sample case the boundarylayer computationis not invoked,
the.input parametersfor namelistsLIST6 and LIST7 need not be entered. 1
1
Mass transfereffectsare not Consideredfor this execution,therebyal.l
input parametersin namelistLIST8 are retainedat their defaultvalues, Therebyj.
impermeableforebody/cent_bodyand cowl contoursare specified, i
The inPut paran_tersfor namelistLIST9,which is used for specification
of the turbulencemodel, need not be entered for this sample case. !
,J
All convergencetolerancesand iterationlimitsspecifiedin namelist.....................iLISTIO retaintheir.default,values.
No debug output is to be printed,therebyall input parametersin namelist
LISTIIretaintheir defaultvalues.
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5. SAMPLECASENO. 4
This sample case is concerned with the computation of both the supersonic
core flow and forebody/centerbody and cowl boundary layer flows for the Mach
3.5 mixed-CompresSion inlet Considered in Sample Case No. 3. The internal flow
field iS again computed for the off-design conditions of a free-stream Mach
number of 2.5, a centerbody forward translation of 0.855 ft, and an angle of
attack of 1.0 degree. The computation for this sample case includes the effects of
distributed mass bleed. Independent turbulent transition models are specified
for the forebody/centerbody and cowl boundary layer calculations.
The data deck for Sample Case No. 4 is presented in Figure 14. The first
card of the data deck is again the title card. Namelist LIST1 for this sample
case is identical to thatin Sample Case No. 3 except for the input parameter
KBLAY. Since the boundary layer computation is to be invoked for this sample
case, KBLAYretains its default value of I. Mass transfer effects will not
be considered in the computation of the supersonic core flow, hence KTRANS
is retained at the. value of O.
Namelists LIST2, LIST3, LIST4, and LIST5 for this sample are identical to
those in Sample Case No. 3.......
All input parametersin nanw_listLIST6 retaintheir defaultvaluesexcept
fOr the coordinatestretchingparameterFACTOR. Hence,the laminarforebody/
centerbodyboundarylayer initialdata will be generatedinternallyusing the
Adams algorithm(KBLIDA_Iand KTURB=O). Since CLENGH=4.0,the lengthof the
i conical forebody section is specified as 4.0 ft. The Adams algorithm mesh iparameters ADYand ARATI(_retain their default values of 0.010 and 1.0630. Thelaminarcowl boundarylayer initialdata are internallygenerated(KBLIDB:Ianc _
KTURBB=O). Since MBLAY,NA, and NB retaintheir defaultvalues,of 15, 20, and ......
20 respectively,both the forebody/centerbodyand cowl boundary layer computa-
tions empluy 15 circumferentialstationsand 20 radialstations,.For this ._
samplecase, the boundarylayer normal CoordinatestretchingfactoriSSpecified
as 1.175 for both boundarylayer$;_.hence,both elementsof FACTBRare specified
as 1.175. 1
All input parameters in namelist LIST7 are retained at their default values I
except for TC(DNSTAand TC_NSTB. Consequently, constant wall temperature boundary
conditionsare specifiedfor both the forebody/centerbodyand cowl boundary
layer computations (KTYPE=.I, KWLTA:I, and KWLTB:I). TC_NSTAand TC_NSTBare _
both SpeCifiedas 876.698,which is the free-streamstagnationtemperatureof i
876.698R. 1
Distributedmass bleed is specifiedon both the.forebody/Centerbodycontour
and the cowl contourfor this computation,he,ce KDFA:I.and KDFB:Iare.entered .!
in namelistLIST8. Two bleed zones on the fOrebody/centerbodycontourand one
bleed zone on the cowl contourare employed,thus NRA:2 and NRB=I. Thebleed i
I zones for the forebody/centerbodycontourextend from x=4.2 ft to x=4.4 ft _
for the £irst Zone, and from x=4.9 ft to x:5.1 ft i_orthe secondzone. Hence, ;
b XSA(1):4.2,XEA(1):4.4,.XSA(2)=4.9,and XEA(2):5.1are entered in nameliSt
, LIST8. For the Cowl, the bleed zone extendsfrom x--3.75ft to x=3._"i_t;hence,
126t
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XSB(1):3.75and XEB(1):3.8_arespecified. The bleed mass flux for each.zone
is 0.000001 (slug/ft2.sec)....Consequently,R_VA(1),R_VA(_2),and R_VB(1)are
each entered asO.O00001.
The turbulencemodel paramete.rsare specifiedin namelistLIST9. For
this computation,transitionmodels No. 5 and No. 3 will be used for the fort-
body/centerbedyand cowl boundarylayer computations,respectively. Hence,
ITRANM(1)=5and ITRANM(2)=3are entered. Both models requirespecification
the transitiononset locationarray XTI. Althougha differenttransitionon-
set distancefor each circumferential_tationCan be specified,a constant
distanceis used in the presentcomputation. For the forebody/centerbody,a
transitiononset locationofR=4.0 ft is arbitrarilyselected;whereas for
the cowl, a transitiononset locationof R=O.3 ft is selected. Consequently,
XTl(l,l)=16*4.0and XTl(l,2)=16*O.3.are entered. The transitionmodel used for
the cowl boundarylayer computationrequiresthat the XT2 array be enteredto
denotethe onset locationoffully turbulent flow. For the presentcase, all 1
circumferentialstationson the cowl have R_I.8 ft selectedas this fully tur-- I
i_ bulentonset location;hence, XT2(1,2):16"I.8is enteredin namelistLIST9.
All convergencetolerancesand iterationlimitsretaintheir defaultvalues
in namelistLISTIO.
No debug output is to be printedfor this samplecase__soall input param-
eters in namelistLISTII retaintheir defaultvalues.........
Selectedportionsof the cOmputeroutputfor "SampleCase No. 4 are presented
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